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Geoloqy of the Slate Falls Area

i 
Henry Wallace

(Project 77-17)

ABSTRACT

The Slate Falls map-area lies approximately 120km north of Sioux 

Looxout, and covers some 570km2. All Dedrock in the region is of 

Archean age. Roughly one-half cf the map-area is underlain oy a oelt 

of supracrustal rocks. The oldest par* of the belt consists of 

metavolcanics which form two distinct sequences. The lower sequence 

is a mixed caic-aiKaline succession of mafic to intermediate flows 

intercalated with intermediate pyroclastic units, and conformably 

above it is a monotonous succession of tholeiitic mafic flows. 

Clastic Metasediments, mostly ccrglcmeratic and metawacke-mudstone 

sequences unconformably overlie these netavolcanics and are in turn 

overlain ay a thin sequence cf much younger intermediate pyroclastic

Geologist, Precambrian Geology Section, Ontario Geological 
Survey, Toronto. Manuscript approved for publication by 
the Chief Geologist, June 8,1980.

This report is published with the permission of E.G.Pye, 
Director, Ontario Geological Survey.



r o cits, anamorphic mineral assseo-ciagas ace characteristic of medium 

grade conditions.

The supracrustal sequences are intruded and all but surrounded by 

several aa jor plutcns cf trondhjemite, granodiorite,quartz monzonite 

and syenodiorite. In general txondkjemitic phases are oldest and 

quartz monzoait.es are youngest in the intrusive sequence. Innumerable 

minor intrusions ranging in composition from peridotite to granitic 

pegmatite also cut the supracrustal rocks, but nearly ail appear to 

pre-date the major intrusion.

The metavolcanics and metasediosects have been tightly folded along 

east to northeast-plunging axes, leaving the major lithologic 

subdivisions roughly symmetrically arranged about the length of the 

bell. In-euse cataclastic deformation related to major faults 

occurred late in the tectonic history of the area.

Deposits of gold and of molybdenite associated with sulphide-bearing 

quartz veins are known in several localities within the map-area. An 

unusual deposit of uranium-thcrium-gold in the central part of the 

area appears to be related to calcareous clastic and chemical 

metasediments.

Surficial Pleistocene and Eecent deposits are quite thin and form few 

prominent topographic features.



INTRODUCTION

This report describes the geology cf some 570km2 around the small 

Indian community of Slate falls/ which is about 120km north of Sioux 

Lookout (see Figure 1). The accompanying map covers the area bounded 

ty Latitudes 51+07.5*11 and 51*16'N and Longitudes 91*15*W and 

91+^5'W. The eastern two-thirds of this area falls within the 

Patricia Portion of the Kenora fiining Division, while the western 

part aelongs to the Red Lake Mining Division. This project began an 

en going o.G.S. program to map in detail the central portion of the 

Uchi Su&province previously surveyed at only reconnaissance scale 

(Sage and Breaks, 1976). Further mapping to the west toward Birch 

Lake, -co the east toward Dempster Lake and to the north toward Been 

Lake is anticipated in subsequent years.

ACC2SS

Access to the area is restricted to fioat-or ski-equipped aircraft 

available for charter from Sioux Lookout, Bed Lake and Pickle Lake.

within the area, excellent water access is provided oy the extensive
~x e 

lake system including Fry, Bamaji, North Bamaji, Wesleyan and Kazik
K .

Lakes, which interconnect with large lales of the Cat Biver drainage 

system to the northwest and south, Einor portages are necessary 

around t ne Fry Lake-Bamaji Lake falls, acd around Slate Falls and the
l'v

adjoining rapids. The portage between northern Hesleyon Lake and the 

Cat River is approximately UOC& long.



The nearest road, all-weather highway 599, passes ai)out 80km to the 

east of the nap-area, and can bs reached fairly easily i; y DO a t or 

snow vehicle via Roadhouse Lake, Blackstone Lake and Lake St. Joseph.

Frequent aircraft traffic front Sioux Lookout services the community 

at Slate Palls.

A major hydro-electric transmission line extending from Ear Falls to 

Pickle i.ake transects the map area. Much of the line is p as s a ci a cy 

all-terrain vehicles out it is now patrolled infrequently by 

helicopter.

PR2S.EUT GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Field work for this report was dene by the author and assistants 

durinq the summers of 1977 and 1978. ADO ut eighty percent of the 

area, including all of those parts underlain Dy supracrustal rocks, 

was mapped by pace-and-ccmpass traverses at roughly right angles to 

the regional structural trend and at intervals from 300 to 300m apart 

depending upon the amount of exposure and the geological complexity 

expected. The traverses were rue between topographic features, 

across potential outcrop areas visible on vertical air photos. 

Outcrop exposed along the shores of major lak.es and river systems 

were also examined. In seme parts cf the area such as the extreme 

northwestern and southeastern corners which are exclusively underlain



by granitoid rocks, no overland traverses were carried out oecause 

information from lakeshore mapping was deemed adequate for consistent 

geological interpretation. Several localities of known mineralization 

such as the fioosetegon Lake Cranium Occurrence, and the Loon 

Molybdenum prospect were examined and mapped in more detail using 

grid systems.

Field data was recorded on transparent acetate overlays attached to 

the black-and-white vertical air photographs (scale 1:15,840) 

provided by tne Silviculture Section, Public Service Centre, 

Ministry of Natural Resources. The information was later plotted at 

the same scale en cronaflex base map sheets supplied by the 

Cartographic Section, Ontario Division of Lands, ministry of Natural 

fie source s. Outcrop areas were generalized to allow for reduction of 

the map to the publication scale cf 1:31,680. Uncoloured preliminary 

maps of this area at a scale of 1:15,840 were issued in 1979 

(Wallace, 1979a,b) .

PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL BOSK

Up until 1977 when the current O. G. S. mapping program began, 

geological work in this area had .been restricted to large scale 

reconnaissance mapping. West cf the present map-area was surveyed by

Harding (1935) at a scale of 1:126,720. In 1960 it was mapped by
lie
i^? (1960) at 1:253, 4itQ as part of the federal government's

"Roads to Resources" program, flcst recently mapping was done in 1972



as part of O.D.tt's Operation fickle Lake {Sage and Breaks, 1976) from 

which maps were prepared at a scale of 1:126,720. Recommendations for 

more detailed mapping of certain areas in the region covered by 

Operation Pickle Lake led to the inception of the current program.

Host of the map-area was included in a high resolution aeromagnetic 

survey flown in 1975 (OEM, 1976a, t, c, d, e, f). This resulted in a 

major improvement of geological interpretation over previously 

availaDle aeromagnetic maps (CDfl-GSC, 1960a, D, c, d).

Prest (1963) compiled data on Pleistocene deposits in this region and 

published a surficial geclcgy sap at 1:506,330.

HISTORY OF aiilEBAL EXPLC3A1ICH

Prospecting for geld Degaa in this region in the late 1920s after 

discoveries around Bed Lake to the west and Pickle Lake to the east.

In 1927 a gold prospect *as staked by P. Tivy near the southwestern
o. 

shore of Wesleyan Laxe (laird, 1930 p.22). The- same ground was

restaked and worked extensively by A.3. Connell, J.H. Stirrett and S. 

uiliiams in 1934 (Harding, 1S35 p.6e) . In 197l^ochenour-Willans Gold 

nines Limited did some prospecting and shallow diamond drilling in 

this general vicinity. A second gold occurrence was found oy Connell 

Hininq and Exploration Company Limited on the north shore of Fry Lake 

in 1935 (Harding, 1935 p.6S). Ihis property was acquired in 19^6 by 

Flicka Red Lake Gold nines Limited, and prospecting, trenching and



diamond drilling tcok place tetween 1:446 and 1943 (Mineral Deposit 

Files, Geoscience Data Centre, fi.H.B., Toronto).

A gold'sliver occurrence at the eastern end of Bamaji Lake was 

trenched in 1965 by Dome Bines Limited and Sigma nines (Quebec) 

Limited, out only low values were reported (Besident Geologist's 

Files, H.iJ.fi., Sioux Lookout). In the same area in 1974 Dome 

Exploration (Canada) Limited perforied ground magnetometer and 

electromagnetic surveys.

The Sanderson Option, a gold-silver occurrence located about 5km 

northeast of Slate Falls was investigated in 1966 oy Cocnenour 

Willans Gold nines Limited. Extensive stripping, trenching and 

diamond drilling was carried out (Sage and Breaks, 1976 p.322).

Uranium occurrences were discovered south of Hoosetegon Lake in 1953 

by dcComoe nining and Exploration Limited. Shallow diamond drilling 

vas done at that time (Besident Geologist's Files, H.N.E., Sioux 

Lookout). This area was re-examiced by Kirkland Townsite Gold Bines 

Limited in 1968 vhen an airborne gamma ray spectrometer survey vas 

flown, and geological mapping and considerable trenching took place 

(Besident Geologist's files, fl-N.R., Sioux Lookout. From 1969 to the 

present E. Knappett has done further prospecting and trenching in the 

area. A number of smaller uranium thorium showings have been located 

by ar. Knappett east of the eastern end cf North Bamaji Lake, and 

gold values have been reported along with the uranium-thorium (B.



Knappett, personal communication). A small copper-silver occurrence 

-just south of the easternmost extremity of North Bamaji Lake vas also 

found by ar. Knappett,

Several occurrences of molybdenite vith pyrite and in some cases vith 

chalcopyrite have been found around North Bamaji Lake since the 

discovery of the Icon Prospect (Sage and Breaks, 1976 p.319) on the 

north shore of the largest island in the lake in the early 1960s. 

From 1965 to 1963 Cochenour fiillans Gold Bines Limited did trenching/ 

qeoloqicai mapping, and diamond drilling around the Loon Prospect 

site, {resident Geologist's files, 2.3.5., Sioux Lookout).

In the period from 1969 to 1S7** a great deal of exploration activity 

occurred across this region principally in search of base metal 

sulphide deposits. In 1970, Canadian Cnex nines Limited flew a 

combined airborne magnetometer and electromagnetic survey over the 

central part of the map-area. This vas followed up in 1971 vith an 

induced polarization survey in the area to the north of North Bamaji 

Lafcd (Assessment Files Research Office,Geological Branch, H.H.fi., 

Toronto).

In 1970*71 Cochenour Willans Geld Bines limited, in a joint project 

vith Selco Exploration Company Limited, performed a combined airborne 

geophysical survey covering much of the present area. This vas 

followed immediately Dy a large number of ground magnetometer and 

electromagnetic surveys, geological and geochemical mapping and



sampling programs, and considerable drilling scattered throughout 

those parts of the area underlain by supracrustal rocks (Assessment 

Files Research Office, Geological Branch, a.H.B. , Toronto).

In 1973 another airborne geophysical survey, including most of the
e 

present area, was commissioned by Union BinierX Exploration and Mining

Limited. Diamond drilling cf anomalies southwest of the western end 

of Fry Lake, north of Eockmere Lake, and in the northeastern corner 

of the map-area took place in 1974. (Assessment Files Research

Office, Geological Branch, fl.N.E., Toronto).

As of De c e HID e r 31, 1978 the only mining claims in good standing in 

the map-area were a olccX cf 23 claims held by Urangeseiischaft 

Canada Limited arcund the Eaiaji Lake Uranium Occurrence south of 

aoosetegon Lake.

NATURAL RESOURCES

Most, of the area is forested with black spruce and balsam fir. 

Poplar, white birch and jackpine occur in localities with better 

drained sandy soil. Hhite cedar, larch and ash are relatively 

uncommon but widely distributed.

Excellent sports fishing is available on many of the lakes and rivers 

in -he area, where pickerel, pike, and lake trout are abundant. From 

time to time small scale commercial fishing has Deen carried out en
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the larger lakes. fur Bearing animals seen Dy the field parties in 

1977 and 1978 include teaver, nuskrat, otter, marten, fisher and 

mink. Beaver and muskrat in particular are trapped in considerable 

number oy the local residents. Black Dear/ moose and woodland caritou 

were encountered during this survey but they do not appear to be 

numerous. Waterfowl, mostly ccmmcn loon, common merganser, and common 

golden ye ducks were seen frequently in all parts of the area. Bald 

eagle, osprey and qyrfalccn were among the other species of birds 

identified.

INHABITANTS

The settlement of Slate falls, en the northwestern shore of North 

Bamaji Lake, has a population cf approximately 40 year-round 

inhabitants, ttany of the 20 tc 3C leg buildings around the lakeshore 

are abandoned. By far the largest structures are the school, built in 

1978, and the residence of the flencLite missionaries who provide the 

Indians with medical and educational aid. A numoer of eaDins in the 

settlement oelong to Slate Palls Airways of Sioux Lookout who operate 

a sports fishing and hunting service in the area.

There are no stores of any kind in the settlement. Food and other 

provisions are flown in as required from Sioux Lookout or Osnaburgh. 

Largely oecause of this, a satellite-relay telephone system was 

installed in 1977 to supplement the less reliable radio 

communications system.
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From spring to fall many of the people of Slate Palls woric in some 

capacity for the visiting sports fishermen&nd hunters. Others engage 

in commercial fishing on Fry and floadhoase LdK.es, Soae residents work. 

as fire-fighters cr tree planters during the spring and summer, and 

trap during the fall and winter.

A second small settlement is located on the northern shore of Bamaji 

Lake just south of the Fry Lake-Eaiaji Lake falls. In 1977 about 15 

people lived in six cabins on the north side* and several more lived 

across the lake in tents and ne vly constructed cabins. In 1973 this 

small hamlet was said to have been abandoned , the former residents 

having moved to Slate Falls and Osnaburgh en Indian Reserve 63B about 

75km to tiie west*

Two small outpost camps for sports fishermen and hunters are supplied 

by boat and aircraft from Slate Palls. One is located on the north

d of Bamaji Lake opposite the largest island in the lake, and the
a 

other is on the large peninsula on the south side of central

Lake.

During much of the field work for this project, the mapping crews 

lived in two cabins formerly used blj Ontario Hydro. Before the use of 

helicopters to patrol and defoliate the transmission lines, 

maintenance personnel were regularly stationed in these "patrol 

houses" wnich occur at approximately 30*o intervals along the lines.
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one of these cabins is located en the northeastern shore of Konegon 

Lake. The other is just east cf the Fry Lake-Bamaji LaJce falls.

TOPO^APrfY, OOTCBOF DISTBIEDTICN AHE BBAIBAGE

Belief in this region is quite variable, the maximum difference in 

elevation within the map-area seing in the order of 50m. Bold 

outcrops of granitoid rock up tc 25 to 30m in height occur fairly 

commonly in the northwestern and southeastern parts of the area, and 

high (up to 30m)terraced ridges cf metavclcanic rock line much of the 

northern shore of Bamaji lake anc the southern shore of vestern Fry 

Lake. Within the area underlain by supracrustal rocks, the outcrop 

generally forms ridges extending parallel to strike separated by 

linear, often swampy depressions.

With a few exceptions the degree of exposure is fair to good, indeed

large parts of the maparea have between 30 tc 50 percent outcrop. The
A 

areas directly south cf Kcnegcn lake y directly north of the central

part of ttorth Bamaji Lake, and ocrth of the eastern end of Fry Lake, 

are mostly low lying with less than 5 percent exposure.

The only notable Pleistocene feature is a southwest-trending esker 

north of Kaginot Lake. Throughout mcst of its traceable length the 

esker is flanked by a gently sloping apron, but in a few places it is 

characterized by very steep sides and sinuous outline. Over these 

stretches it is estimated to re up to 20m in height.
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e ^ 
Drainage in the area is toward Eamaji Lake. Ki'ziK, Wesleyan, North

Bama-ji and B a ma li Lakes all fern part of the Cat Bivar system which 

continues no the south into Bcadhouse and Biackstone Lakes and 

ultimately into Lake St. Joseph and the Albany River. Host of the 

area, with the exceptions of the lot-lying tracts noted above, is 

efficiently drained with few prccinent stamps.. Much of the local 

lakeshore is lined by outcrop and boulder beaches but extensive 

marshes do occur in some Days, l he amount of lakeshore outcrop in 

many parts of the area is very much dependent upon water level which 

rose oy a full metre bet teen the summers of 1977 and 1978.

The author was ably assisted in the field in 1977 by D. A. Smith, E. A. 

flcEae, tt. Wright and T. C. StuiJecs t and in 1976 by fi.Y. Zalnieriunas, 

I. G. Sutherland, tt. Atkinson, B. Christie, J. H. Pautler and L. 

Cymoalisty. Messieurs Smith, Zalieriunas and Sutherland as senior 

assistants were directly responsible for much of the mapping and 

geological interpretation done fer this project. Considerable 

independent mapping was also dene by firs. Bc&ae and fliss Atkinson in 

the later parts of their respective field seasons.

The detailed mapping of molybdenum deposits in the area was done by 

fir. Sutherland. Likewise, flr. Christie was responsible for work 

around t ha aoosetegon Lake Uranium Occurrence, and fir. Zalnieriunas



for work en the Sanderson Option.

The co-operation of the following individuals is gratefully 

acknowledged: B. Knappett, prospector; D.A. Hutton, Selco Mining 

Corporation Limited; w. Bale, Urangesellschaf-c Canada Limited; and 

K.E. Kramer, Ontario Hydro*

GENERAL GEOLOGY

flouqhly one half of the map-area is underlain Dy a belt of Early 

Precambrian meta volcanics and in eta sediment s which have ueen folded 

along east-northeast-trending axes. This supracrustal belt consists 

predominantly of metavcicanic rocks* including a lover sequence of 

intermixed calc-alkaline mafic tc intermediate flows and intermediate 

to felsic pyroclastic rocks, aid an upper sequence of mafic 

tholeiitic flows which conformably cverlies the lower sequence. 

Stratigraphically above, and in part intercalated with these 

metavolcanics are conglomeratic and oetavacke-mudstone successions. 

Unconformaflly overlying these clastic metasediments is a thin

sequence of meravolcanics, predominantly intermediate pyroclastic
r^ 

rocks which appears to represent a thijzli discrete cycle of volcanism.

A complex variety of felsic to ultramafic rocks intrusive into the 

supracrustal rocks are ali believed to be Early Precambrian in age. 

Plutonic masses ranging in composition from trondhjemitic to granitic 

ali but completely surround the "greenstone" belt.
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TABLE OF LITHOLOGIC UNITS

PHANEROZOIC 
CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY 
RECENT

Sand, gravel, carbonaceous mud (lacustrine and swamp deposits)

PLEISTOCENE
Till, sand, gravel, boulders (moraine and esker deposits).

UNCONFORMITY

Precambrian
Early Precambrian (Archean) 

Intrusive Rocks
Felsic to Intermediate Intrusive Rocks

Massive biotite trondhjemite, foliated and gneissic biotite 
trondhjemite, porphyritic biotite trondhjemite; hornblende 
and biotite-hornblende trondhjemite and quartz diorite; 
hornblende and biotite-hornblende monzonite and syenodiorite; 
biotite granodiorite porphyritic biotite granodiorite; 
biotite quartz monzonite, porphyritic biotite quartz fc . 
monzonite, pegmatoid quartz monzonite; feldspar porphyry 
quartz-feldspar porphyry , feldspar-quartz porphyry ; 
pegatite, aplite and felsite (dikes)

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

Mafic and Ultramafic Intrusive Rocks
Metagabbro, porphyritic metagabbro, metadiorite and quartz 
diorite; granoblastic and metapyroxenite, porphyroblastic 
metapyroxenite, metaperidotite; andesite (dikes).

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

(A) Metavolcanics and Metasediments
Chemical Metasediments

Chert;' interbedded quartz-magnetite ironstone and chert; 
calc-silicate (actinolite-calcite-dolomite) rock.

Clastic Metasediments
Slate/ argillite, feldspathic wacke, lithic wacke; pebbly 
sandstone, pebble and cobble conglomerate; biotite- 
plagioclase-quartz schist, paragneiss and migmatite.



Felsic to Intermediate Metavolcanics
Massive flows, pillowed flows; lithic and crystal tuff; 
lapilli-tuff, lapillistone, tuff-breccia.

Mafic to Intermediate Metavolcanics
Massive flows, pillowed flows; pyroclastic rocks; ,.. 
amphibolite garnetiferous amphibolite, coarse amphibolite 
migmatized amphibolite, basaltic komatiite flows.

A)
Metavolcanic and metasedimentary successions are interlayered,
their sequence in this table does not imply consistent relative 
ages.

B) May in part be intrusive

C) May in part be extensive.
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Beqionai metamorphism ranges f r c E lev to in some places medium grade 

(Winkler, 1976). Superimposed upcn these effects in much of the 

southern half of the area, are troad zones which have teen subjected 

to varying degrees of cataclastic recrystallization*

Quaternary overburden is guite thin across this region, and there are
rf\

few major Pleistocene crphclcgical features.

A summary of the rock-types occurring within the map-area is given in 

Table 1*

Note that in the following sections which describe the supracrustal 

litnoloqies of this area, all rocks are metamorphic, none have 

retained their original mineralcgy and/cr texture. The prefix "rneta-" 

has been omitted for brevity when referring to individual rock types 

and will only be used in the general sense i. -a. m eta sediment s and 

meta volcanics.

EARLY PfiECAdBRIAN (ABCBEA8) 

UETAVOLCAHICS

MAIIC TO 1NT2EHEDIAT1

fletavolcanics descrioed in this part of the report range in
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composir ion from basaltic komatiite to andesite ant most are 

certainly basaltic (see secticc Petrochemistry of Metavolcanics). 

BOCKS in these categories underlie approximately 22 percent of the 

map-area, and ara concentrated in its northeastern quadrant*

For field purposes "mafic to intermediate 1' rocks were defined as 

those having colour indices (volume percentage of dark coloured 

minerals) greater than 25 percent. In man? cases compositions were 

confirmed oy petrographic and/or chemical analysis.

Primary structures such as pillows, tephra, varioles, amygdules, etc. 

are commonly present tc varying degrees in these rocks. Where such 

features have been positively identified the rocks have been 

classified as pillowed flows, massive flows, pyroclastic rocks, etc., 

but where they have been obliterated Dy metamorphism and tectonism, 

the rocks have been coded simply as amphibolite, garnetiferous 

amphibolite or coarse amphibolite (grain size X).5 cm). Host of these 

amphiDolites are undoubtedly mafic metavolcanics out in some places, 

particularly in the area ncrth ard east of Kaginot Lake units 

Relieved to De coarse amphi-bclites are indistinguishable from 

metagabbroic intrusive rocks.

The mafic metavolcanics are described below according to their 

stratigraphic relationships in several sections through the area (see 

Figure 2). Figure 2 also shofcs the aerial distribution of volcanic 

rocks assigned to the lo ter and upper metavoicanic sequences and the
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Bamaji Lake pyroclastic sequence (see General Geology). These three 

sequences are relieved to represent discrete volcanic cycles with 

marked lithologic and petrochemical differences (see Petrochemistry 

of aetavolcanics, and Stratigraphy).

A petrographic summary utilizing data frci all M*aa sections is made 

separately at the end of this part cf the report.

NOfiTflSBN FEY LAKE S2CIICH (A-B)

On the northern side of the Pry lake Anticline (see structural 

Geology) mafic metavolcanics make up roughly 60 percent of this cross 

section, with felsic to intermediate pyroclastic rocks and mafic 

intrusive rocks constituting the remainder. The pyroclastic rocks 

occur as relatively thin units intercalated with the more mafic 

flows, and also combine to fen a continuous succession up to 700cm 

thick along the northern side cf the lake. The metagaboroic component 

of the cross section occurs mostly as sill-like bodies.

The mafic metavolcanics in the northern part of this section ate 

predominantly fine grained pillcwed and massive Basaltic flows. The 

massive flows commenly contain scattered quartz-filled amygdules and 

plagioclase phenocryst^ up tc 0.5cm long. Concentration of amygdules 

near flow tops^and ^ fragmental flew tops can in some cases be used 

to infer facing in these flows tut commonly contacts between flows 

are very difficult to detect.
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Close packing of pillows in pillowed flows is the general rule, nut 

because of pronounced tectonic flattening, they can rarely be used to 

determine stratigraphic tops. Average pillow size ranges from 15cm 

to a metre. The smaller pillows seea to occur in andesitic flows, 

while the larger tend to predominate in Mafic (basaltic) units. The 

pillow selvages are black, weather lew, and range from 2 to 5cm 

thick. Internally the pillows appear to be compositionally 

homogeneous. Varicies are rare, but small radially arranged vesicles 

are common within the pillows particularly near their margins where 

they make up between 5 to 20 percent of the rock. Pillow breccias can 

be recognized Detween pillowed flows in a few places, and units of 

fine gragmental material between flews are believed to be 

hyaloclastic in origin.

Hafie pyroclastic rocks are not common. They do occur within the 

intermediate to felsic seguences as minor tuff to lapilli tuff teds 

only a few centimetres thick icterlayered with more felsic units of 

simila raimensions.

Near the extreme northern end cf this aceae section the volcanic 

features oecome mere difficult tc recognize and grain size increases 

so that many outcrops were classified simply as amphibolite except 

where gross features such as pillows were still discernible. Textures 

in tnese flows vary from granoblastic to schistose and 

porphyroblastic. Quartz lenses which may have been amygdules are
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common in most, units.

i
l .

The part of this section south of the anticlinal ax^s is compressed 

of a lover sequence, rather similar to that in the northin terms of 

the relative proportions of mafic metavolcanics, felsic to 

1 intermediate pyroclastic recks and mafic intrusive rocks, and an

upper sequence which consists almost exclusively of mafic flows. As 
\

vill be shown in a later section of this report (see Petrochemistry

of aetavolcanics) these two sequences exhibit markedly different 

chemical characteristics. I ne general features of those flows in the 

lower sequence are as described previously for rocks on the northern 

limD of the anticline. They are aphanitic to fine grained pillowed 

and massive flows about 10m thick with the massive flows typically 

thicker tnan pillowed flews.

Approximately 90 percent of this nrm section between the western 

arm of fry Lake and the southern end of the section line consists of 

mafic pillowed and massive flews. The remaining 10 percent is made up 

of rare felsic and mafic pyroclastic intercalations and several minor 

metagaDoroic and felsic porphyry intrusions. Typically the pillows 

- from this area are well formed and closely packed so that good top 

determinations can be made on mary outcrops. Selvages are generally 

thicker (4 to 6cm) than in flots in the lower metavolcanic sequence. 

Flow thickness is difficult to estimate since interflow autoclastic 

breccia and other distinct intercalations are relatively uncommon, 

fi o st of the rocks are a p ha na tic to fine grained, but some units are
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o 
medium-grained granoblastic, ilast^^ophitic or porphyroblastic

ampaibolite, Amygduies are relatively uncommon, but several flows are 

variolitic. Although the varicles are generally small (1-3mm) they 

can constitute a high proportion (20 to 50 percent) of the interiors 

of pillows in some units.

Several flows exposed in the southwestern bay of fry Lakatave 

distinctly different mineralogy and texture from the amphibolite 

units discussed above. These rather anomalous rocks are coarse to 

medium grained, equigranular tc porphyroblastic actinolitites 

commonly rich in carbonate minerals. In seme places large (1 to 1.5m 

long) rather nebulous pillows kith thin (1-2cm) selvages can be 

discerned in the flows but most appear massive.

FBI-flAHAJI LAKE SECTION (C-D)

The northern part of this section y around thesoutheastern bays of Pry 

Lake is correlative with the upper sequence in the Northern Fry Lake 

cram Section just described, and is very similar lithoiogically. 

Pillowed flows with well formed pillows up to 2m long are predominant 

but massive units are also common. Interflow material makes up only a 

small fraction of the sequence. Crenulated chloritic schist units 

believed to be mafic tuffs were noted in several places but these are 

thin and discontinuous. Intermediate pyroclastic units intercalated 

with the mafic flows are also vclumetrically insignificant. Felsic
cvre

porpnyry intrusions into the metavolcanics are ubiquitous but most .
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less than 1 metre thick.

Toward Bamaji Lake marked changes in the lithologies are encountered. 

The rocks oecome coarse grained and commonly porphyroblastic. 

Pillows, amygdules and other features oeccme progressively deformed 

and difficult to identify, and netamorphic differentiation produces 

gneissic layering in some originally massive units. The overall 

character of the volcanic succession also changes toward the south. 

Although recognizeably pillowed flews are still very common, mafic to 

intermediate pyroclastic units cecoie more abundant- Indeed near 

Bamaji Lake these pyroclastic urits and layered amphiDolite and 

garnetiferous amphibolite units derived from them definitely 

predominate, Host of these recks are monolithic and quite coarse, in 

the iapilli-tuff to tuff-breccia range. Bedding defined by fragment 

size gradation is observed in a few exposures.

The wedge of conglomeratic and metawacke units arouna the Fry-Bamaji 

Lak-3 falls marks an erosional unconformity (See Bamaji Lake 

Conglomeratic Sequence in Clast Eetasediments) . The metavolcanics 

which outcrop along the north side cf Bamaji Lake near this 

cross-section are above the unccnformity, and are distinctly 

different from those below. Alcng this shore mafic flows and 

pyroclastic rocks occur intercalated with more felsic pyroclastic 

units, and all are strongly sheared and injected with quartz veinlets 

due to their proximity to the Eaaa ji Lake fault Zone {see Structural 

Geology), making their classification difficult. The mafic
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metavolcanics in this part cf the r^^r? section are mostly

garnetiferous amphibclites. Commonly these are layered, and in many
or, 

the layering can be attributed to hignly flattened pillows in tephra

with confidence. In seme outcrops the layering is highly contorted
roc K 

and the original nature of the.has been completely discussed.

BOCK ME Hi! LAKE SECTION (S~?)

The northern part cf this rim 11-section near Fry Lake consists of 

aphanitic to medium grained massive and pillowed mafic flows in 

approximately equal proportions. Interflow clastic metasediments and 

pyroclastic rocks were found in cnly very minor amounts. This part of 

the RocKmere Lake Section is correlative with the southern part of 

the Northern Fry Lake Section. In general lithologies are similar to 

the rocks of the upper metavclcanic seguence as described in that 

section.

Around Hockmere Lake, on both sides of the Sockmere Lake Syncline 

(see Structural Geology) there is a distinctive seguence of flows 

which may be correlative with the urusual units found around the 

southwestern bay of Fry Lake at the southern end of the Northern Pry 

Lake s^aa**Section, but evidence for this correlation is purely 

circumstantial. The flews in guesticn display a coarse spinifex-lixe 

texture (Photo Ho. 1) which in E c st. units can readily be seen on 

outcrop, fiany are also characterized by concentrations of large (up 

to 3cm in diameter) elongated feldspathic varioies which parallel the
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major tola axes nearby. Eoth massive and pillowed flov have these 

features, in the pillowed units the variolas are relatively small 

(0.5 to 1cm) and occur in the pillow rims but not the selvages 

themselves. In the massive flows, the varioles are concentrated in 

conformaDle layers and may represent separate flow units or the 

effects of flow differentiation jGelinas et al 1976).

Thin sections of these flews reveal that they consist of skeletal 

blades of actinolite probably after pyroxene grains. The actinolite 

crystals fora sheaf-like bundles anywhere from 0.3mm to 1.5cm long in 

a groundmass of asbestiform very fine tremolite which may represent 

devitrified glass. Despite the unusual mineralogy and other features 

of thtsse flows, their bulk chemistry is net very different from that 

of the more typical hornrlencie-tearing mafic flow in. the same area. 

Such flows occur interlayered. kith the bcrn.olenda-bearing flows in 

approximately egual proportions.

The part of this cross-secticn around Boosetegon Lake is' made up of 

the typical hornclende~nearing mafic flows, both pillowed and 

massive. A few variolite units were found but most were fine grained 

and equigranular. Coarser granoblastic textured flows become more 

common as the contact with the main mass of the North Bamaji Lake 

Intrusion (see Felsic to Intermediate Intrusive Bocks) is approached.

SLAT2 PALLS SECTION (1-J)



Hocks in this  esos5*-6ection are en icth limes of the Bockmere Lake 

Syncline. The sequence is made up almost entirely of mafic 

metavolcanics and innumerable minor trondhjeaitic to granodioritic 

porphyry intrusions. Contacts between the metavolcanics and granitoid 

rocks are typically sharp tut the porphyry bodies can be rich in 

amphibolite inclusions. flost of the mafic rocks are very fine 

grained, granoblastic, highly fissile dark green aetabasalts. 

Generally primary features are net discernible, but some pillowed 

outcrops are still recogni-zeable. Distortion due to flattening and 

shearing has in nearly ail cases rendered these useless as top 

indicators. Ellipsoidal quartz-filled a&ygdules appear to be guite 

common out in some cases these can be confused withdumerous distended 

and ooudinaged veinlets cf quartz.

Layering in some mafic units may be attributable to the shearing of 

coarse fragmental material or originally bedded tuffaceous rocks. 

Gneissic, relatively coarse grained amphibolite in a few localities 

in close proximity to the typical very fine grained fissile 

metabasait is likely intrusive in origin.

SOOT ri BAMAJI LAO  CflOflfl* SiCTICK

This very short egoo' section includes the contact Detveen rocks of 

the upper metavolcanic sequence described in the Northern Fry Lake 

-C s ova -Se c t ion, and much younger aieta volcanics exposed along the 

northern shore of Bamaji Lake. She stratigraphy is correlative with



that described in the Fry Lake-Eamaji*6ssss-Sect ion. Near the South 

Bamaji Laxe section line rocks cf the older meravolcanic sequence 

have largely been obliterated by intrusive rocks of the North Banaji 

Lake Intrusion. What remains is very similar to the upper part of the 

Northern Pry Lake C r r. a .s Sect jot, consisting mostly of medium grained 

massive and pillowed mafic flews. Conglomeratic and sandstone 

sequences unconformauly overlie these flows and the North Bamaji Lake 

Intrusion. Stratigraphically aicve the metasediments, which mark a 

significant oreak in volcanic activity is a sequence of aetavolcanics 

not more than 200m thick, flost of this younger sequence consists of 

cataclasticaliy deformed intermediate to felsic pyroclastic rocks, 

but the lower units are mafic aopLitclites.

These mafic units are thin, and appear to form a discontinuous layer 

between the metasediments celcv and pyroclastic rocks above. Host are

coarse grained and gneissic but pillows and fragments are discernible
c 

in a few places near the outlet cf the ^at fiiver into Bamaji Lake.

Layering in these rocxs due to differences in grain size and 

hornblende content between layers, and pronounced schistosity in many 

examples can De ascrioed to differential shearing in the Bamaji Lake 

Fault Zone.

KAGINQI LAKE SECTION (K-I)

This ess*S3^section includes a mixed sequence of mafic to intermediate

flows and intermediate tc felsic pyroclastic units on both sides of
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the .Fry Lake Anticline, Through nucb of the cswss*section the mere 

felsic and nore mafic units are randomly intercalated Dut in some 

parts intermediate to felsic pyroclastic recks predominate virtually 

to the exclusion of mafic flews. Mafic rocks, mostly massive 

aphanitic flows and massive and layered amphibolite units are the 

dominant lithologies along the northwestern shore of the west arm of 

Kaginot Lake, on the central part cf its main peninsula and along the 

northwestern side of the laXe. Few pillows were recognized through 

the -CkUo^ section except along the northeastern shore of Kaginot 

Lake. Both massive and pilloted flows are commonly amygdaloidal and 

many massive units are plagioclase-fhyric.

Along the western arm of Kaginot Lake near the contact with granitoid 

rocks to the north and west/ aphanitic flows are highly fissile and 

have few primary features preserved like the mafic rocks in the Slate

Falls C..i h. Section* Coarse grained amphibolite^ in this part of the
-. o 

Kaqinot Lake C-iu'ui,-section are porphyroclastic and/or blast,^-

ophitic in texture.

fiafic pyroclastic units consisting cf thinly bedded olacldaiotite-rich 

tuff occur intercalated *ith light grey dacitic crystal and lithic 

tuffs in several places around the southern part of Kaginot Lake, but 

they are voiumetrically insignificant.

PETBOGBAPdIC SOaflAEY OF HAFIC TC INlEBfliDIATE HSTAVOLCANICS
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All of the mafic tc intermediate metavolcanic rocks (from this area) 

examined petrographically have mineral assemblages consisting of

either :

1) hornblende+plagicclase {An35-55} 

garnet

r
or

2) actinolite-tremclite*guart2 -h

carDonate+epidote^chloritei-biotite

Sphene and fe-Ti oxides are u-bigtitcus accessory minerals.

The first assemblage appears tc be ty far the more common. Actinolite- 

tremoiite~bearing rocks here fcued to contain no plagioclase, but 

invariably had substantial carbonate which suggests that they were 

formed by metasomatic alteration or ty metamorphism under high PC02 

(Klein, C. Jr. 1973) .

Texturally the hornDlende^bearing recks tend to be granoblastic, 

blasto-ophitic or porphyroblastic with stubby subhedral hornblende 

grains forming over 50 percent cf mcst thin sections. In the 

actinolitd-tremolite-bearing recks however the amphiboles form 

feathery sheaves and feted masses with rare subhedral porphyroblasts.
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Too few thin sections were available to establish a clear pattern 

regarding the distribution of the t ve mineral'assemblages. Most of 

the rocks consisting of assemblage 2) were found in the central part 

of the area around southern Fry and Bockmere Lakes.

FELSIC TO IH1EBH2DIAIE HfilAVCIC1KICS

felsic to intermediate metavolcanics ranging in composition from 

andesite to rhyolite (see Petrochemistry cf fletavolcanics) underlie 

about 3 percent of the map-area. Nearly all of these rocks are 

fragmental, and probably pyroclastic in origin, for the most part 

they are aphanitic, making accurate colour index determinations in 

the field difficult. Composition can De estimated on the basis of a 

combination of colour, hardness and phenocryst types present. Many of 

the pyroclastic units arc heterolithic ex contain very high 

proportions of plagioclase crystals and crystal fragments, which 

means that their classification tased on average mineral and/or 

chemical composition is or limited value.

Host of the felsic to intermediate pyroclastic rocks occur around the 

northern part of fry Lake in a number of east-vest-trending 

relatively thin units interleaved with mafic fiovs. A fev 

intermediate flovs are alsc icucd alcng the western arm of Fry Lake. 

Pyroclastic units similar to and probably correlative wit-n the Fry 

Laxa rocKs occur interlayered *ith mafic metavolcanics in the Kaginot
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Lake area. Apparent thickecing cf the pyroclastic wedges in the 

southern part of Kaginot Lake may represent a minor volcanic centre.

The other notable occurrence of felsic to intermediate rocks is along 

the nortnern shore of Eaiaji Lake where there is a thin sequence of 

intermediate pyroclastic units which has undergone intense 

cataclastic deformation. This sequence is separated by an erosional 

unconformity and a metasedimentartf wedge from* the underlying mafic
^J

metavolcanics to the north.

As with the mafic to intermediate metavolcanics these rocks will te 

discussed below acccrdirg tc tteir relationships in the sections 

shown in Figure 2.

A petrographic summary of all cf the felsic to intermediate rocks in 

the area is made separately at the end of this section.

NORTHERN FEY LAKE SSCTICN (A-E)

intermediate and felsic pyroclastic units and a few intermediate 

flows occur on both li IDD s cf the Fry LaJte Anticline. In the northern 

lima these rocics form three sequences, 150 to 400m thick^which are 

interlayered with mafic sequences of comparable thickness. In the 

southern limb however, the intermediate and felsic pyroclastic units 

and intermediate flows are intimately intercalated with mafic flows 

and rare pyroclastic units.
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Just north of Fry Lake intermediate pyroclastic rocks are 

interiayered with clastic metasediments. This occurs on both a fine 

scale along the lakeshore there thin (.3 to 5m)dacitic lithic tuffs 

are intercalated with phyllitic mudstone units, and on a large scale 

between Fry Lake and the obaskaka lake Pluton where major 

conglomeratic lenses intertongue with the pyroclastic wedges.

Host of the rocks discussed in this section are andesitic and dacitic 

in composition (see Petrochemistry cf Hetavoicanics). The notable 

exception is the sequence cf pyroclastic units which occur along the 

northern side of the long east-west say west of the main .body of fry 

Lake. The rocks in this sequence are rhycdacitic to rhyolitic.^white 

weathering ? lapilli-tuff to tuff-treccia. Host of the units appear to 

be monolithic, consisting of highly siliceous angular bornus and 

blocits in a tuffaceous matrix ci siiilar composition rich in 

plagioclase crystals. Some crystal tuff, lapilli tuff and 

lapillistone units ara yuite thick ( 10m) and massive with no 

apparent bedding. In other outcrops however tightly folded bedding 

and hignly contorted fragments are ctvious, and indicate minorfold
Sufc-

axes .a** parallel to the axis cf the Pry lake Anticline which passes
A

nearby. Significantly, these silicecus metavcicanics occur in close 

proximity to sulphidic chemical setasediments and the conglomeratic 

units which may indicate the present of a volcanic centre in the 

vicinity. Pumiceous fragments are rare in these units which appear 

to os ths products of fall-cack type pyroclastic eruptions.
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Bhyodacitic lithic and crystal tuff units occur in a few places in 

eastern and central Fry Lake/ but they are minor components in 

predominantly andesitic to dacitic sequences. The most common rock 

type is grey weathering, essentially monolithic lapilli-tuff 

consisting of subangular very fine grained andesitic feldspar 

~ l porphyry fragments in a fine matrix similar in composition to the 

lapilli out with highly variable concentrations of white equant 

plagioclase crystals 2 tc 4mm across* Again few pumiceous fragments 

are recognizeable and a fall-back origin is postulated for these 

units. These rocks grade with increasing lapilli content with 

lapillistone and with increasing fragment size into tuff-oreccia 

which is locally gaits common. Eedding is generally distinct, and 

fragment size gradation within urits is common. In some monolithic 

units, fragments are difficult tc discern but typically preferential

weathering of the softer tuffaceous matrix enhances colour and
^ 

textural contrasts between fragments and matrix (Photo ̂ 2) . In thinly

bedded lithic tuff and lithic-crystal tuff units exposed along the

northern shore of fry lake sedimentary structures are veil preserved.
i 

These are predominantly waterla/c fall-cut type deposits. Top

determinations can be made ic some instances based on a combination 

of grain size gradation, scour channels acd load casts.

heterolithic pyroclastic units are less common than the essentially 

monolithic rocks described abcve. The most notable examples of 

heterolithic beds are on the islands in the northeastern part of Pry 

Lake, where there are sequences cf well cedded, crudely graded units
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fragments are abundant in these rocks. One type are massive to 

slightly plagioclase-phyric ; light grey porcellaneous dacite, A second 

consist of plagioclase-rich grey green andesite, and the third are 

massive fine grained basaltic amphibolite. The first two types are 

most abundant and generally largest in terms of fragment size. The 

matrix is a medium to dark grey crystal-lithic tuff similar to that 

of the monolithic beds J itb which these heterolithic units are 

commonly intercalated. Similar heterolithic units are exposed along 

the oays of western Fry lake cut there such units are relatively 

thin.' Tne lack of pumiceous naterial and the heterolithic nature of 

these units point to a highly explosive fall back origin for these 

units.

Andesitic pillowed flows are unccomcn but do occur in a few places 

along the northern bays north cf the long western arm of Fry Lake. 

They ara intercalated with oasaltic flows and intermediate 

pyroclastic units. Pillows in the andesitic flows are generally well 

pacKed and relatively small (1C to 30cm long) with thin black 

selvages { ^1cm thick).

KAGIHOT LAKK SECTION (K-L)

The felsic to intermediate pyroclastic sequences which parallel 

Kaginot Lake are similar tc these arcucd Pry Lake with which they are 

prcoably correlative. These rocks fcrm three main sequences and also
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occur as minor intercalations between mafic flows, nearly ail of the 

pyroclastic units are essentially monolithic, and aost are andesitic 

in composition. The most common rock-types are lithic-crystal tuff, 

and lapilli-tuff to tuff-breccia with lithic-crystal tuff matrices. 

This matrix material contains retween 10 and 40 percent equant white 

plagioclase crystals, and is characterized Dy vhispy chlorite-rich 

lenses uato 1ca long interstitial tc the lithic fragments. Lapilli 

and bomb-sized fragments are of similar composition to the matrix but 

generally weather lighter in colour and have a lover crystal content. 

Bedding is obvious in mcst places/ vith lithic fragment size and 

crystal content variations withir individual beds and between 

adjacent units, (jrjj Thinly redded, interbedded lithic and crystal 

tuff with a wide range in composition occur along the eastern side of 

the central peninsula of Kaginct Lake. Dark green chloritic beds 

appear to be basaltic. Pale green plagioclase-rich, units similar to 

those discussed accve are andesitic/ and light grey plagioclase and 

quartz-bearing units in which puiicecus lapilli-sized fragments are 

recognizable are rhybdacitic to dacitic, Pumice forms up to 15 

percent of some of these units. Ihej may represent distal ash 

flow-type deposits, and the coarser oreccias may be more proximal 

products of this type of eruption.

SOOTH BAHAJI LAKE SECTION JI-J)

Intermediate pyroclastic rocks/ mostly dacitic in composition make up 

the bulk of the metavolcanic sequence exposed along nearly the entire
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length of the north shore cf Eamaji lake. Due to their proximity to
a 

the Bamali Lake Suit Zone these rocks are highly sheared and

cataclastically deformed. Tephra are highly deformed with axial 

ratios ranging from 5:1 to 20:1. Pseudotachylite vas observed 

intruding these rocks in several localities in the northeastern part 

of the lake. Despite this the fragmental nature of the pyroclastic 

units is generally discernible except in the extreme southern part of 

the area. There, cataclasis and recrystallization plus introduction 

of secondary guartz have otliterated primary features, and in many 

outcrops it is difficult to distinguish between the intermediate 

pyroclastic rocks and trondhjemite rocks of the Horth Bamaji Lake 

Intrusion which have been sitilariy affected.

Mafic flows and pyroclastic units cccur interlayered with the more 

felsic pyroclastic oeds particularly near the rase of this sequence 

which is altogether only 150 tc 250m thick. Both mafic and more 

felsic units are generally thin, frcm less than 1 metre to a maximum 

of 10m t and bedding is obvious. Ihe nest common rock-types are 

dacitic to andesitic lapilli-tuff, lapillistone and crystal-lithic 

tuff (Photo NO. 3). flost ceds arc monolithic, but these are 

interbedded with many heterolithic units. Dacitic to rhyodacitic 

lithic tuff units cnly a few centimetres thick commonly occur 

interbedded with the coarser pvrcclastic material, and in some places 

themselves form accumulations up tc 20m thick. Bocks as coarse as 

tuff-breccia occur in only a few places along the Bamaji Lake 

shoreline as minor variants in relatively thick lapilli-tuff units.



Thinly redded rhyodacitic crystall tuff units containing large (2 to 

Umm) round quartz crystals and small plagioclase grains occur in a 

highly contorted sequence exposed fer several hundred metres along 

the 3ama ji Lake shore, south of the northeast end of Moosetegon Lake. 

The i?eds are highly folded OD a scale of centimetres to several 

metres/ and crenulated on a Euch finer scale. Lapillistone and 

tuff-breccia which have tuffaceous matrices rich in both quartz and 

plagioclase crystals occur near r j and are also highly contorted. The 

r o c* s appear to have been affected by a northeast -trending fault 

which intersects the major Bamaji lake Fault Zone in. this vicinity,

In general, it is doubtful whether pumiceous material would be 

recognized in this highly sheared sequence. The fine uedding in many 

units and the heterolithic nature of others tend to indicate an

airfall origin for these rocks .Ecst features critical for their 

genetic classification have teen destroyed by cataclasis.

FBY-BAfiAJI LAKE SECTION (C D)

East of the Fry- Basa ji Lake falls the meta volcanic sequence exposed 

along the Bamaji Lake shore consists of intimately intercalated 

intermediate and mafic pyroclastic units In roughly equal 

proportions. In this area the intermediate rocks are mostly 

monolithic andesitic lapilli-tuf fs which contain coarse hornblende, 

and which differ from the more mafic rocks only in their lower
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ferromagnesian mineral content, loward the southwest mafic 

pyroclastic units tacome less abundant, and the intermediate 

pyroclastic rocks are fine grained tc aphanitic and porcellaneous.

PETROGEAPiiY Of FELSIC 10 INIZEHIEIAIE flSlAYOLCAHICS

flinaral assemblages found in the felsic to intermediate rocks studied 

from this area can be summarized as follous:

1) quartz f plagioclase * musccvite * biotite * epidote * chlorite ± 

carbonate,

2) guartz * plagioclase * actisclite * epidote * carbonate   chlorite 

i biotite,

3) guartz * plagioclase * hornfilends * epidote ^i 

chlorite   biotite,

it) guartz * plagioclase * musccvite * chloritoid *. chlorite.

t 
Assemblage 1) is oy far the most commonly encountered, and most of

the rocKs have apatite/ magnetite acd tourmaline as abundant 

accessories.

Primary features are readily recognized in thin sections of rocks
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from t,he Pry Lake and Kagiaot lake areas. In many examples ash and 

lapilli-sized lithic fragments are clearly distinguishable, and tent, 

broken, cracked but well zoned plagioclase crystals typical of 

pyroclastic rocks are common. Seriate and porphyritic textures can be 

seen in lithic fragments in nsany rocks, and textural differences 

between fragments in heterolithic units are generally veil.preserved. 

In thin sections from some intermediate flows pilotaxitic alignment 

of plagioclase is well developed. Phyllosilicate foliaxions in 

pyroclastic rocks are strong and parallel the flattening of lithic 

fragments forming envelopes arcund them. Crenulation of the 

phyllosilicate foliation to form weak cleavages is particularly 

notieaDie around the southern part of Kaginot Lake.

In thin section pyroclastic rocks from the Bamaji Lake seguence 

exhibit textures typical of highly sheared and cataclastized rocks. 

The quartzofeldspathic material either displays pro^omylonitic and 

mortar textures, or has undergone such extensive recrystallization 

that all original and cataclasticaily induced features have been

destroyed leaving an even textured tlastcsylonite (Spry, 1969).
e

Phyllosilicate ^ foliations are very strong in all of these rocks.

Crenulation cleavages or micrcfclds are also common. In a few 

examples neoulous outlines of that appear to be felsic lapilli are 

visible because of slight differences in grain size, texture and 

phyllosilicate mineral content, tut these can easily be confused with 

lenses of secondary quartz.
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PSTflOCHEfllSTBY OF HZTAYOLCANJCS

figure 2 shows the locations at which metavolcanic samples were 

collected for whole rock chemical analyses* The analyses, which were 

provided oy the Geoscience Laboratory, CGS, Toronto, were done (a) to 

check rocx classifications made in the field based on colour index, 

(b) to characterize the metavolcanics in terms of their c ne mica l 

affinities, and (c) to aid in stratigraphic correlation botn along 

strike and across major structural axes, Table 1& lists a number of 

the chemical analyses obtained fer this report.

In Figure 3 the Slate Falls analyses are displayed on several plots 

commonly applied to volcanic iccX data. Using the chemical criteria 

provided by these plots the following general observations can te 

made:

1) The metavolcanics in this area were laid down in three distinct 

volcanic cycles. The oldest of these, the mixed sequence of mafic no

intermediate flovs and intermediate to felsic pyroclastic units
o 

exposed around Northern Fry lake and Kaginot Lake (symbols A and on

Figure 3) is almost entirely calc-alkaline (Fig. 3b, 3d, 3e) , and is 

characterized by potassium-peer andesitic and dacitic rocks (Fig. 

3f). The thieK succession of mafic flows hhich overlies the mixed 

sequence consists entirely of "average" tholeiitic basalts (symbols 

T and* on Figure 3). The much yourger intermediate pyroclastic 

rocks exposed along the north shcre of Bamaji Lake is made up of
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potassium-rich (Fig. 3f) calc-alkaline dacitic rocks (symbol on 

figure 30, d, e).

2) In the vast majority of cases the classification of the rocks made 

in the field vere confirmed fcy the eh en i cal analyses.

3) The most felsic rock analysed was a sodic dacite from the 

relatively thick sequence of pyroclastic cnits which occurs along the

northern side of the long east-west Day cf northwestern Fry Lake.
-f

Hocks of the Bamaji Lake pyroclastic sequence (j(} are also dacitic inA ' 
composition but contain ever 5 times as much K20.

u) Despite the unusual mineralogy of the fiockmere Lake metavolcanics 

i A), petrochemicaily they are indistinguishable from the tholeiitic 

sequence cf southern Fry Lake ( * ). The correlation of mafic rocks 

in these two areas and those ncrth cf north Bamaji Lake ( T ) is 

reinforced by the chemical data. (5) Bocks in the Kaginot Lake area ( 

O ) show a wide dispersal en icst plots, po s si .ci y indicating the 

existence of a discrete highly differentiated volcanic centre in that 

area.

HETAS2D1HSNTS

CLASTIC METASEDIflENTS

Clastic metasediments underlie crly about two percent of the area
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discussed in this report. Most cf these recks occur in one of three 

major epiclastic sequences* The first, formed the Fry Lake sequence 

consists of oieta wacke-mudstone and conglomeratic units which overlie 

and in part interdigitate with metavclcanics on the north side of Fry 

Lake* The second is exposed aicng the northern side of the islands in 

Bamaji Lake and consists almost exclusively of metavacke beds. The 

third and least extensive sequence cccurs discontinuously along the 

northern side of Bamaji lake and is made up mostly of conglomeratic 

and pebbly sandstone units.

FfiY LAK2 SEQUENCE

The main part of this sequence between the northern side of Fry Lake
m

and the Obaskaka Lake Pluton has a^afaximum thickness in this area of 

a o o UT. 700m. It thickens toward the northwest and Burley Lake.and

eastward toward Billet Lake {Sage et al 1972). Within the map-area
a

most of the sequence ccnsists cf monotonously interbedded met wacke
A

and mudstone units which are generally thickly laminated to thinly

bedded(?hoto No.4}. The metawacke beds are mostly massive, but well 

developed grading occurs in some units. This, along with rare 

truncated cross-Dedding, and lead casts, give dependable 

stratigraphic facing deteriorations.

Thin intercalations of lithic tuff ranging in composition from 

intermediate to felsic, are ccmmcn la some outcrops, but make up only 

a very small part cf the total sequence.



The metawacKe units are generally white tc light grey on the 

weathereX surface, and uuff to crown en the fresh surface. As the 

Ooaskaka Lake Pluton is apprcachedthe biotite content of these rocks 

increases and biotite flakes tec cme coarser. At the sane time

(- mudstone beds become increasingly phyllitic. Close to the contact
, n^natitic, 

^ w i tii the pluton t ne metasediments in soae outcrops are uuijnsl.iL'O' with

quartz-feldspar- biotite schist injected fcy leucocratic quartz 
n

monzonite irfeosome.

Outcrops of aassive feldspathic meta wacke with few mudstone 

intercalations are ccmmen. These units are relatively coarse grained 

and, vhere discernible, show median to thick bedding. In a few 

exposures mudstones predominate ever the sandstone units in terms of 

number and total volume, cut this is uncommon. Some graphite-rich 

mudstone beds occur in areas where there" are pyroclastic 

intercalations and in some cases they are associated with thinly 

laminated white chert.

About 500m south of, and stratigraphically below the main sequence 

aeseribed aaove, a second metasedimentary seguence forms a lens about 

200m thick which intertongued vith the surrounding intermediate to 

felsic pyroclastic rocks. The lever sequence is almost.entirely 

polymictic clast-sapported cobble and pebtle conglomerate in places 

intercalated with minor pebbly sandstone teds. Bedding is impossible 

to discern except where these finer units occur. In most places
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clasts are extremely flattened making the clast-types, their relative 

abundances, and the clast-matrix relationships very difficult tc map. 

The less competent clast-typss commonly exhibit axial ratios of 20:1 

and greater/ whereas those fer quartz and some granitoid clasts are 

in the order of 3:1.

Aphanitic intermediate aetavclcanic clasts are most abundant, 

constituting up to 85 percent cf the clast population. Cobbles and 

petioles of mafic amphibolite are generally second in importance at 10 

to 25 percent. Vein guartz ciasts form in the order of 1 to 2 percent 

of the total, and although clasts of white and black chert, and 

guartz-magnetite ironstone fen less than cne percent of most 

exposures, they are ubiguitous. Granitoid clasts are rare. In some 

exposures in the western part cf the sequence coarse amphibolite
(rxe^fco.cjaJ?bre 7) c/asis are ^ULnd.o.ni} ^-or/njrsQ ^p ~t o 5"O pe*~c*'Tf"
clast population.

Host clast-types weather low relative to the matrix material which is 

a dark grey to black biotite and/or chic rite-rich schistose metawacke 

commonly containing small almandine euhedra.

LAKE SAHDSICN2 SEyOBKCI

The northern edges of the large islands in Bamaji Lake are underlain 

i; y thinly -Decided metawacke units, thich are now quartz* feldspar ~ 

biotite schists, l h is sequence continues eastward out of the 

map-area, and appears to thicken in that direction. To the southwest
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the metasediments extend for a short distance outside the map-area 

wher^hey are said to terminate in a migmatized zone within the 

Bamaji-Blackstone Batholith (Sage and Breaks, 1976).

Along most of its length, the contact betveen these metasediments and 

the granitoid rocks to the south occurs across a narrow ( ^ 100a) 

hybrid zone in which "rafts" and continuous units of guartz-feldspar- 

biotite schist are intruded and included ty very inhomogeneous, 

commonly porphyroblastic biotite-ricb diorite to granodiorite. To the 

east, on the mainland this ccntact 2cne widens, and porphyritic 

trondhjemite to granodiorite sills, mostly 0.5 to 2m wide, intrude 

the metasediments for several hundred metres north of the contact.
A

Thes/are thicker and mere numerous as the contact is approached. 

Still further east as the metasedimentary sequence continues to 

broaden the contact relationships become blurred by migmatization.

To the north, the metasediments are bounded by the Bamaji Lake Fault 

Zone which separates this sequence from felsic to intermediate 

metavolcanics exposed along the northern shore. The original 

stratigraphic relationship between rocks en the northern and southern 

sides of the fault is not known. The metavolcanics face southward, 

but indications of stratigraphic tops are absent or unreliable in the 

metasediment because of metamorphic effects.

original textures and sedimentary structures other than aedding are 

rarely preserved in these recks. They are now granoblastic to



schistose, and a feu units are highly porphyroblastic. Some units 

closest to the Bamaji lake Fault Zone are protomylonitic (Photo 

No.5). On weathered surface they vary considerably. Some outcrops are 

black to medium grey and weather with very irregular or smooth 

undulating surfaces. These rocks, which are generally granoblastic 

and biotite- rich, resemble intermediate tuffs, and indeed some may 

be tuffaceous, but they are in several places intercalated with, 

and/or are gradaticnal into dark tc light brown-weathering relatively 

biotite-poor units which are undoubtedly metasedimentary. The dark

grey units were probably derived frcm lithic wackes, while the
r 

brown-weathering teds likely had Dore arkosic progenitors. The

lighter coloured beds are generally very even and relatively coarse
r i 

grained, which gives rise to a very g/tty weathered surface. They are

also typically guite fissile.

Lensoidal porphyrctlasts of andalusite up to 2cm long occur in a few 

of the dark grey units exposed along the shoreline near the eastern 

end of Bamaji Lake. In some units the porphyroblasts constitute 20 

percent of the reck. Small euhedral almandine porphyroolasts occur 

sparsely disseminated in both the dark grey metawackes and the 

brown-weathering beds.

intercalated with the schists ir a few places along the northern side 

of the largest island in Bamaji lake are units of banded, white 

meta-chert which grades into weak quartz-magnetite ironstone commonly 

bearing up to 5 percent pyrite. Ihese units are generally guite thin



(2-5 cm) t but appear to be continuous fer considerable distances. In 

some of the sazfe outcrops as these chemical metasedimants are found.. 

there are also beds of fine white-weathering dacitic lithic tuff, But 

these are rare.

BAMAJI LAKE COHGLOM2RATZ SECUIMCS

This sequence is well exposed along twc parts of Bamaji Lake's 

northern shore. From the outlet cf berth Bamaji Lake into Bamaji Lake 

the sequence extends fer at at Ieastx250m. The second major area of 

exposure is around the Fry-Basaji Lake falls. Xn botix of these 

occurrences the conglomerates are located above mafic metavolcanics 

and oeneath intermediate pyroclastic rocks or mixed intermediate and 

mafic sequences. A few miner occurrences cf pebble conglomerate and 

coarse sandstone were found just north of Bamaji Lake oetween the two 

main areas outlined aaove. Ibese appeared to be in the same 

stratigraphic position, but are thin and discontinuous, too small to 

be sfiown individually en the accompanying map.

The metasediments near the Fry-Samaji Lake falls have been 

cataclasticaliy deformed. Best cf the recks are polymictic cobble 

conglomerates which appear to fine southward (upward 

stratigraphically)into pebble conglomerates, clasts are not only 

flattened, but many are folded and contorted such that less competent 

clast types actually wrap around other fragments. Host units appear 

to D* clast-supported but in ircst outcrops the clast-matrix
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relationship is difficult to assess. Bedding is rarely discernible, 

except where thin ( ^- ,5n) units cf coarse sandstone vere observed 

between conglomerate beds. Sorting in teros of clast size is poor in 

most units.

A large number of distinct clast-types are present. The most abundant 

types are a variety of fine tc medium grained light grey plagioclase- 

phyric rocks which appear si iilar tc trondhjemitic rocks from the 

North Bamaji Lake Intrusion and to the numerous minor porphyry 

intrusions which occur around that body. Some clasts may also be 

intermediate metavolcanics. Mafic amphibolite fragments constitute 

between 10 and 30 percent of the clast population, but vein guartz 

and metasedimentary clasts are rare. Granitoid clasts other than the 

white-weathering trondhjemite types are absent. The matrix is a light 

grey to buff .medium grained, commonly phyliitic metawacke.

A succession of pebble ccnglcieiate units cnly about 25m thick in 

total overlies the cobble conglcaerate sequence but these are poorly 

exposed. A-dove is a seguence of very thinly bedded metawacke- 

mudstonaXinits which is veil exposed around the small bay around the 

outlet of Fry Lake. These are still guite fine grained, but obvious 

sedimentary structures are difficult tc discern,in part because of 

numerous guartz veinlets which cut the reck subparaliel to bedding. 

Dark brown irregular pseudotachylite veinlets up to 8mm wide can be 

seeu following fractures in several outcrops.
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The other important occurrence of conglomeratic rocks along the north 

shore of Samaji Lake is very similar to that just described. Most of 

the sequence in the south central part of the area consists of cor ci e 

and peoole conglomerate units commonly interbedded with p e CD IV and 

co CD l y sandstone aeds. Bedding is envious in most outcrops with ceds 

ranging in thickness from 10cm to ^ 5 metres. A fev beds exhibit 

normal clast size gradation, tut commonly pebole and cobole sized 

fragments occur intimately intermixed* Host of the conglomerates 

appear to De matrix-supported tut there are exceptions. Along strike 

clast size increases within the sap-area toward the southwest, with 

the coarsest cobble and boulder- tearing conglomerates occurring in 

the vicinity of the outlet of North Bamaji Lake into Bamaji Lake. The 

degree of clast deformation varies widely both along and across 

strike, but in most outcrops the clasts f crm rods with axial ratios 

in the order of 10:2:1.

The relative proportion of clast-types can vary radically from unit 

to unit. In the majority of beds white weathering, medium grained 

trondhjemite clasts are predominant in terms of both abundances and 

size. Commonly these trondhjemite clasts constitute over 75 percent

of the clast population. The rest mostly mafic amphibolites.
A

Intercalated with such units are beds in which mafic to intermediate 

metavolcanic clasts are far mcie abundant, making up 40 to 60 percent 

of the total. Quartz and fine metasedimentary pebbles are uncommon 

but do occur in some units. The icatrix is dark grey, rich in biotite 

and quite coarse grained. Commonly coarse sand and granule-sized



lithic fragments make up ouch cf this material.

ainor intercalations of fairly coarse, relatively clean sandstone can 

De seen in some conglomeratic outcrops/ cut they are much, more common 

toward the northeast where fine pebbly sandstone and sandstone units 

make up the bulk of this sequence* flost of these rocks are 

qrey-weathering lithic wackes which contrast quite sharply with the 

arenite beds. On one small island near the north shore of Bamaji Lake 

thinly bedded, white weathering arenite units exhibit clearly 

observable graded bedding despite considerable recrystallization.

In at least one place just south cf the map-area the contact between 

the conglomeratic rocks and the Korth Bamaji Lake Intrusion is 

exposed. The trondhjemite has an irregular erosional surface with up 

to 0.5m of relief, which is directly overlain by a massive poorly 

consolidated rock unit 1 to 2m thick composed almost exclusively of 

trondhjemite gravel. The contact appears guite sharp in places but in 

others it is virtually insensible. Ihe gravel tends to fine upward 

{i.e. southward) and oeccmes acre auscovite-rich in that direction.

Overlying this material which is clearly the weathering product of 

the underlying trondhjemite, there are several units of biotite-rich 

schist interlayered with more of the finer trondhjemite gravel. These 

units are 5 to 10cm thick and total approximately 50 centimetres. 

This mixed sequence is then overlair by the type of pebble and cobble 

conglomerate units containing a preponderance cf trondhjemite clasts



which nave already been described a-fcove

OF CLASTIC HITASEEJflf HIS

Petrographic examination of aetasediments from all parts of the area 

show that there are no significant differences in mineralogy from one 

sequence to another. The mineral assemblages found can be summarized 

as:

1) quartz * plagioclase * Biotite * muscovite i chlorite ± epidote ± 

garnet ^ cordierite ^ andalusite

or 2) guartz 

plagioclase * biotita ^ epidote ^ garnet ± chlorite,

Garnet and cordierite were fcund to be quite common in both the Fry 

Lake and Bamaji Lake sequence, tut andalusite was only recognized in 

the southern seguence and even there it is uncommon* The only ether 

metamorphic index mineral observed was chloritoid which was seen in 

some rocks from the Fry lake metawacke-mudstone sequence. Tourmaline, 

magnetite, zircon and apatite are utiguitcus accessory minerals in 

all of these rocks,

The granoblastic nature of the ictasediments from the north side of 

the islands in Bamaji Lake is ceadily seen in thin section. Most are
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very even grained and textured. lithic fragments are very difficult 

to discern in most zhin sections because of recrystallization. Strong 

phyllosilicate foliations deflect around relict lithic fragments and 

tend to preserve something of their shape* Quartz grains tend to be 

somewhat flattened parallel to the mineral foliation, and appear 

crushed along grain boundaries. Garnet and muscovite porphyroblasts 

are generally subhedral but relatively small (^.O.Scm). Cordierite 

and andalusite on the other hand form large (0.5 to 2cm) diffuse, 

anhedral porphyroblastic grains vhich show extensive alteration to 

sericite.

The matrices of some rocks frca the conglomeratic seguence on the 

north side of Bamaji Lake exhibit well developed mortar texture. 

Others are characterized Dy long ri-tbon-lijce lenses of guartz typical 

of mylonites (Spry 1969). Still others have been severely 

recrystallized, giving rise to coarse granoblastic and 

porphyroblastic textures.

In contrast to the above most of the Fry lake metasediments exhibix 

original sedimentary textures. Beerjs-allization in outcrops near the 

lake has oeen minimal. Obvious bimodal grain size distribution of 

guartz and feldspar which is characteristic of wacke-type sandstone

(Pettijohn 1975) is well preserved. Dspite this, phyllosilicate
A

foliation is readily apparent in all of these rocks.

To the north, closer to the Obaskaka Lake Pluton the metasediments



have oeen recrystallized tc fora even textured granoblastic recks 

which commonly contain small garnets.

CHEHICAL dETASEDIMENTS

Chemical metasediments underlie enl y a small fraction of this area, 

and so far they have been found exposed in just three localities.

In northern Fry Lake there is a single exposure of finely laminated 

quartz-magnetite ironstone and chert on a small island not far from 

the xlicxa Red Lake Gold Prospect (see Economic Geology Section under 

R. Knappett). Anomalies on aeromagnetic maps (033 1976 a f b f c t d, e,f) 

strongly suggest that a considerable thickness of magnetite and/or 

pyrrhotite-oearing units extend for several kilometers to the 

northeast and northwest. This has ueen borne out oy diamond drilling 

of the anomalies, the axes cf fchich have teen indicated on the 

accompanying map. Much weaker anomalies were encountered on traverses 

just north of Fry lake's long western arm, D ut. no outcrops of 

chemical metasediment were found.

The exposure mentioned above is guite small but shows considerable 

contortion of the chemical mctasediitents and minor units of clastic 

metasediments surrounding theit. in thin section the chemical 

metasediments are seen to be layered,firstly on a very fine scale in 

which layers rich in magnetite cnly one or two grains thick (0.1 to 

0.3mm) are traceable for several centimetres, and secondly on a much
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te.
coarser scale, that ..seen on outcrop, in which layers 1 to 2mm t hi ex

are defined by variation in magnetite, guartz, and iron silicate 

concentrations. Magnetite is the dominant iron-bearing mineral, tut 

both grunerite and pstilpncmelace are abundant in some laminae as is 

anKeritic dolomite.

White to rusty weathering, finely bedded tc laminated chert which 

commonly displays weak magnetic attraction is intercalated with 

clastic ietasediments and miner tuff ucits along the northern side of 

the largest island in Bamaji lake. Ihe chert is much finer grained 

than the surrounding clastic recks |^ 0.2mm), and in places exhibits 

intricate intraformational folding en a scale of only a fev 

centimetres, fiagnetite and pyrite are the only common iron-bearing 

phases present.

The other occurrence of chemical metasediment in this map-area is 

located along the southern shore of a small lake south of floosetegon 

Lake. A unit consisting of dark green actinolite, calcite, light 

crown ankeritic dolomite, phlogopite, chlorite and pyrite vith a 

maximum thickness cf 2 metres can be traced across a series of 

trenches for over 100 metres. Ihe reck termed a calc-silicate here, 

is highly inhomogeneous in terms of the distribution of its major 

components which occur in patchy masses and crude layers. The 

surrounding area is almost entirely underlain by pillowed and massive 

mafic flows intruded by numerous minor trcndhjemitic sills. Adjacent 

to the chemical metasediment^ however there are several units of



dacitic pyroclastic rock *hich tcth underlie and overlie the 

calc-silicate. Immediately overlying the unit is a sequence of 

clastic matasediments containing strongly sanded pyritic layers. 

Overlying that is a thick (2-3tt) unit of lithic tuff which may

actually consist cf several separately deposited beds* Thin
ST 

intercalations of actinlite-rich material on l* 1 to 2cm thick occur

at intervals within this pyroclastic unit. These are somewhat similar 

to the main calc-silicate unit acd are undoubtedly of chemical 

origin.

The rather complex local stratigraphy is discussed in more detail in 

the Economic Geology Section cf this report (see Orangesellschaft 

Canada Limited - Bamaji Lake Uranium Occurrences) . The calc-silicate 

and the clastic metasediaentary recks in the sequence just described 

are known to contain considerable geld and uranium. The stratigraphy 

can best be explained by the continuous deposition of a calcareous 

precipitate on a sea floor while periodically pyroclastic and clastic 

sedimentary material were introduced in relatively sudden short-lived 

events, lae vague layering seen in the main calc-silicate unit may be 

evidence of original bedding in this reck which could have been at 

one time a carbonate sequence. Metamorphism under low PC02 would 

favour the breakdown of the carbonates/ and cause homogenization of 

the rocK (Klein .1973).

A moderately strong aeromagnetic ancialy (ODM b,c,e,f) can be traced 

along the regional strike very close to this unit, it is not however
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certain that the anomaly is caused ty the sequence just described or 

whether aa unexposed unit is responsible. The anomaly outlines part 

of the aast-northeast-trendinq fold which passes through the northern 

part of Hooseteqon Lake.

STRATIGRAPHY

The oldest rocks present are the metavolcanics which underlie nest of 

the northwestern quadrant of the map-area. Structural complications 

make it difficult: tc assess the total thickness of this pile 

accurately, but a minimum of 4,000m is estimable with some confidence 

between the axis of the Pry lake Anticline (see Structural Geology) 

and the hydro-electric transmission line. These metavolcanics occur 

in two distinct sequences. The lcwer is a cale-alkaline sequence (see 

Geochemistry of Betavoicaaic Becks) consisting of mafic flows and 

mafic intermediate and felsic pyroclastic recks (Lower fletavolcanic 

Sequence of Figure 2) which occur in the fry Lake and Kaginot Lake 

areas. Ail evidence, namely the presence cf pillowed flows, extensive 

chemical mstasediientary units, and vaterlain tuffs suggest that 

these rocks were predominantly if net entirely subaqueous. 

Stratigraphically overlying this mixed sequence, there is a thick 

succession of tholeiitic mafic pillcwed flows (Upper fletavolcanic 

Sequence of Figure 2), which cccur across the southern part of Fry 

laka and on the northern side cf the Fry lake Anticline near the 

map-area's northern boundary.
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At a lane stage in the accumulation of these metavolcanics, the pile 

was intruded by trondhjemite of the North Bamaji Lake Intrusion, a 

hign level pluton, which gave rise tc innumerable sill-like 

intrusions in the southern part cf the area. It is also probable that 

this maqmatic event produced scae volcanic activity in this or 

closely adjacent areas. In any case, the intrusion probably caused a 

doming effect in tke hitherto relatively flat metavolcanic platform 

which eventually brought considerable areas above saa-level. 

Subsequently rapid erosion teck place, wearing away the thin 

metavolcanic cap, and unroofing the trondhjemite. Hence,

unconferaably overlying the mafic metavclcanics and the North Bamaji
a 

Lake Intrusion is.sequence of conglomerates, nov exposed along the
A

north side of Bamaji Lake, ccnsisting predominantly of trondhjemitic 

and mafic anphibolitic clasts.

The conglomeratic sequence on the northern side of fry Lake was 

prooaniy deposited at the same time as that just discussed, but the 

correlation is indeed tenuous. Because of deformation, the nature of 

these northern metasediments is difficult to establish, but their 

lens-lixe distribution and liiitcd lateral extent tend to suggest a 

fluvial origin rather than a submarine fan environment (Walker 1976, 

a,b,).

overlying the conglomeratic recks on the northern shores of both Pry 

and Bama li Lakes there are sequences cf younger metavolcanics (Bamaji 

Lak-3 Pyroclastic Sequence cf Figure 2) . These are mostly intermediate
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pyroclastic rocks, out a few mafic flews occur in the lower part cf 

the sequence along Bamaji Lake. The northern sequence probably forms 

a considerably thicker accumulation than that along Bamaji Lake, tut 

abrasion along the Bamaji Lake Fault Zone may have reduced somewhat 

the apparent thickness of the southern sequence.

Along the northern side of Fry Lake the intermediate pyroclastic 

units are intercalated with latasacke-audstone beds, and north cf 

this mixed zone metasedimsnts predominate. The rhythmically bedded, 

laterally continuous metahacke-mudstone units have the appearance of 

turbidite^, but definitive evidence in terms of internal sedimentary 

structures (i.e.' Bouma divisicrs) is lacking. Along the southern side 

of Bamaji Lake the metawacke sequence may be the equivalent of that 

north of Fry Lake, however, sites the contact relationships between 

the pyroclastic rocks in the northern side of Bamaji Lake and these

me tasedi Bents are unresolved due to the Bamaji Lake Fault Zone and
ac 

thfc lake itself, and since reliable f^ing criteria are lacking en

toth sides of the lake, this inferred ccrrelaticn is far from 

unequivocal.

Near the top of the metawacke-mudstcne sequence north of Fry Lake, 

there is another pyroclastic wedge, which may be related to the very 

minor tuff and chemical metasedimentary units in the Bamaji Lake 

metawacke sequence.

In summary rae supracrustal belt which transects the map-area is
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roughly symmetrical in terms of lithologic distribution aDout an 

east-west structural axes. Theie are three distinct metavoicanic 

cycles* The oldest is a nixed sequence of caic-alkaline mafic flows 

and mafic to intermediate pyroclastic units. The second, which 

consists almost exclusively cf tholeiitic mafic flows, conformably 

overlies the first. The upper sequence predominantly consists of 

intermediate pyroclastic rocks and Bust be considerably younger than 

the first two since it is separated from them by an erosional 

unconformity.

The present configuration of the Bamaji-Fry Lake supracrustal rocks 

is shown schematically in Figure H, an idealized west northwest- 

oriented cross-section through the local stratigraphy.

MAFIC AND OLTBAflAflC INTBOS1VI BCCKS

A wide variety of minor intrusions ranging in composition from 

metamorphosed dicrite and quart? diorite to peridotite occur within 

the map-area. These ree K. s are certainly cf several different ages, 

but cross-cutting relationships are few, and so far no absolute ages 

are available. Host of these recks occur in sill-like bodies which
ci

intrude the supracrustal sequence, particularly the metavolcanics. 

Bare dikes of andesitic composition which clearly intrude 

trondhjemite and other granitoid phases in the northwestern part of 

the area. Where mafic or ultramafic rocks are found within granitoid 

terrain tney generally appear tc De inclusions, commonly forming
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trains or suoanguiar clocks cr schlieren vhicn can extend for 

hundreds of metres.

3y far the most numerous and vclumetrically significant mafic 

intrusive codies are metagabtrc sills in the fry Lake-Kaginot Lake 

area, k few of these are notably porphyritic and are described 

separately below. The majority are aphyric medium to coarse grained 

amphibolite which vary considerably in texture and which can be 

impossible to distinguish from cearse flows. Hetapyroxenitic phases 

occur in a few of the thicker sills in this area.

A series of sill-like metagabbro and diorite bodies occur along the 

length of Bamaji Lake en totb sides cf the Bamaji Lake Fault Zone 

{see Structural Geology) where they intrude both metasediments and 

pyroclastic rocks. Although these bodies vary guite markedly in 

composition and texture, they nay be consanguinous.

The largest ultramafic intrusive body in the area is a highly 

dissected letapyroxenite sill traceable in outcrop and on 

aeromagnetic maps for at least 6.5 kilometres along the southern side 

of Bamaji Lake. Smaller metapyroxenitic and metagacbroic lenses 

nearby which follow the sane general strike as the main sill may be 

genetically related to it*

Relatively unaltered metaperidctite occurs in an intrusion of little 

known shape and dimensions northeast of Kaginot Lake, where mafic
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intrusive rocks underlie a substantial portion of the area.

F2Y LAKE PORPHYRITIC flllAGABBfiC

fletagaoDro consisting of mediui to coarse grained amphibolide with 5 

to 75 percent white subhedral plagioclase phenocrysts forms three 

notable intrusions in the Pry lake area. Cne is a sill about 200m 

thick which can De traced from the extreme eastern edge of the 

map-area across central fry Lake and along the northern shore of the 

long western arm of the lake. Contacts are relatively sharp but in 

some places they are highly sheared, flow layering parallel to these 

contacts is defined by concentration cf plagioclase phenocrysts in 

concordant layers and lenses. Shenocrysts are on the order of 1cm 

across in most layers. Ihe crystals are equant to round and 

constitute from less than 2 to 70 percent of the rock in some layers.

In thin section the plagioclase crystals are almost completely 

saussuritized. The matrix appears tc have had a suD-ophitic texture 

now mimicked joy actinolite and saussuritized feldspar laths. 

Pilotaxitic texture defined by fine plagioclase laths around the 

phenocrysts can De seen ir seme samples. line leucoxene and chlorite 

as well as secondary quartz and carbonate are minor constituents of 

most thin sections.

Porphyritic metagaJLbro very sinilar to that just described is one of

the dominant phases in a large irregularly shaped sub-concordant cody
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which occurs north of the western bays cf fry Lake (Photo Ho.6). Most 

of this intrusion consists of schistose and gneissic metagaDbro with 

few phenocrysts but in many outcrops near its southern contact 

phenocryst concentrations cf between ^0 to 75 percent are found. The 

white equant subhedral plagioclase crystals are as large as 3cm 

across but most are on the order of 1.5ci. Xn some outcrops 

porphyritic aetagaflbro can be seen cutting aphyric phase indicating 1 a 

multiple stage intrusive process for this cody- Petrographically 

these rocks closely reseatle these described previously.

The small triangular mafic intrusion at the southeastern corner of 

Kaginot Lake consists predominantly of the same porphyritic 

metagabbro. Textures seen there are essentially the same as those 

found in t-he central Fry Lake sill. Indistinct layering in terms of 

phenocryst content does occur in places cut through most of the body 

the plagioclase crystals are relatively evenly distributed at about 

10 to 15 percent. Hear the southeastern corner of this small 

intrusion the rocks have been sheared and the phenocrysts have become 

flattened and drawn cut lenses ir a vaguely gneissic matrix.

FEY LAKS APHYRIC HEIAGABBBO SILLS 6 DIKES

Most of the mafic intrusions in the Fry Lake area are 

non-porphyritic. Sills are far tore numerous and much larger than 

diK.es/ which generally appear tc ue fine grained offshoots of nearty 

sills. A few of the intrusions, such as the sill along the southern
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side of the T-shaped tay in western fry Lake, appear to be layered 

with metapyroxenitic zcnes, but the vast majority are essentially 

homogeneous in term of both composition and texture. Textural 

variations setween intrusions bctever are extensive, and appear to be 

due to the degree of shearing tc which they have been subjected. 

Larger massive sills, in the order cf 15 to 100m thick, are generally 

coarse grained vith blasts-ophitic cr diabase textures which can 

grade into gneissic and/cr flaser gabbro lenses. In the smaller sills 

(O 5m thick), the central pcrticn commonly consists of fine flaser 

or granoblastic metagabbrc, and contact areas are schistose 

amphibolite. Porphyroclastic oetagatrro with larger (1 to 2cm) 

subnedral hornblende metacrysts in a blast-ophitic matrix is the 

least common of the textural variants found in the area.

Where not extensively sheared, contacts are sharp and regular and 

there is no evidence of contact metamorphism in the country rock.

Petrographic examination shofcs these rocks to consist of little other 

than plagioclase (and/cr epidote after plagioclase), actinolite or 

hornblende, magnetite and leucoxene. Secondary carbonate is an 

acundant constituect of sheared contact zcnes. ihere actinolite is 

predominant, the amphibole forms patchy masses consisting of very 

fine felted crystals, but in hcrrblende-rich rocks the amphibole 

occurs as large subhedral single crystals.

Metapyroxenite which are found in a few mafic intrusions in layers
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and lenses up LO 10m thick, consists mostly of actinolite, epidote, 

and talc with subcrdinar.t plagioclase (An35-45) and chlorite.

BAMAJI LAKE ttETAGABBBO AMD DICB11E SILLS

The mafic intrusions which occur along the length of Bamaji Lake 

differ from most of those around fry LaKe mainly in their textural 

inhomogeneity. Nearly all of these todies consist of several 

texturaily distinct layers. This appears to be due to pronounced 

differential shearing within the Danaji Lake Fault Zone, and not to 

original compositional stratification.

In the southern part of Bamaji Lake almost all of the exposures are 

metaga-ooroic, and although the rocks differ considerably/in texture 

and grain size from outcrop to outcrop, they appear to belong to a 

single sill about 300m thick, textural variations, particularly on 

the islands just off the north shore of the lake are quite striking. 

On any outcrop, sufcparallel zones from 10cm to several metres vide 

can exhibit well developed flaser texture/ strongly schistose and 

gneissic textures, porphyroblastic or coarsely granoblastic textures, 

and blasto-ophitic texture. Contacts between these textures are quite 

sharp (1~5cm vide) planar, relatively fine grained and high in 

ferromagnesian minerals. In a f e* outcrops inclusions of the 

surrounding metasedimects up to several 10's of metres in length are 

enclosed within the metaqabbrc. Ihese inclusions are granoblastic in 

texture, and are very coarse grained and tiotite-rich in comparison
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with, the county rocks-

Actinoiite is the dominant amphibole in all thin sections of these' 

metaqabbros. It constitutes 55 tc 95 percent of the rock depending 

upon the textural type, tith highly sericitized, uralitized and/or 

saussuritized plagioclase/ epidote, and Fe-Ti oxides making up most 

of the remainder. Biotite contents as high as 10 percent occur near 

metasedimentary inclusions and in the vicinity of the numerous 

pegmatite dikes which cut the mafic sills*

Several smaller sill-like bodies are exposed along the northern and 

southern shore and on small islards in the northeastern part of 

Bamaji Laxe. Some of these may be correlated allowing for offsets due 

to NNE-trending faults. The twe largest of these bodies outcrop on 

the north side of Bamaji Lake east cf the Fry Lake falls and on the 

south side of the lake southwest of the falls. They consist 

essentially of metadicrite. On the northern side the intrusion is 

well within the Bamaji Lake fault Zcne. There, the metadiorite is 

fairly homogeneous in composition and texture. The rock is vaguely 

gneissic with segregations cf guart2cfeldspathic and amphibole-rich 

material. A pronounced lineation is also present, formed by the 

alignment of segmented guartz stringers and cigar shaped plagioclase- 

rich rods up to 8mn: long.

There is considerable variation in fccth texture and composition 

withiL the intrusion on the southern side of the lake. In some
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outcrops the rock grades from netadicrite to a much more melanocratic 

metagaooro, and near its southern contact with granodioritic and 

quartz dioritic phases of the Eaoaji-Blackstone Pluton the sill 

appears qranodioritic, lexturally there is a wide variation within 

single outcrops similar to the layering in the mafic intrusion in the 

southern part of the lake, but the layers are not as sharply bounded. 

Some outcrops are massive Kith relict igneous textures veil preserved 

but most exhibit a combination cf schistose, porphyroblastic, 

gneissis and flaser textures. le places numerous metasedimentary 

inclusion occur within the intrusion*

The smaller mafic intrusions arcund the northeastern part of Bamaji 

Lake ara mostly gneissic to grancblastic metagabbro. A few resemble 

the layered metagabbroic oodles found to the southwest but most are 

quite uniform in texture.

The .inclusion trains of granoblastic and gneissic metagabbro commonly 

found in the northern part of t-be E a ma ji-Blackstone Pluton appear 

very similar to the auove and are prooably of the same age.

BAMAJI LAKE 1LETAPYBOXEHIT.E

South of the central islands in Bamaji Lake, the remnants of a thick 

ultramafic body can be traced in scattered outcrop and through its 

fairly strong aeromagnetic expression for at least 6 kilometres. In 

places the cody is exposed over a width of ^OOm out most of the
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remnant Dlocks ara much smaller. The inferred contacts of the body 

follow closely trends in mineral foliation and gneissosity in the 

surrounding trondhjemite, and it appears likely that it was at one

time d sill. There is little evidence as to the nature of the
y 

original countrXrock new totally assimilated and/or "granitized. 1*

The green ultramafic material ir many outcrops is criss-crossed by 

numerous, light pink pegmatite and aplite dikes (3cm to 2m thick) 

which weather high relative tc the iretapyroxenite and which make 

these exposures rather distinctive in appearance. Contacts with the 

surrounding trondhjemitec rocks were rarely observed, and where seen 

were obscured by pegmatite intrusions.

Overall the mstapyroxenite body is nassive, non-foliated and 

relatively uniform in mineralogy and texture, but grain size commonly 

changes markedly ever short distances. The rock is porphyroclastic 

with biacx. poikiloblastic metacrjsts of hornblende up to 2cm across 

making up 10 to 20 percent of the volume, large (1-2cm) irregular 

patches of pink microcline and quartz are common T and are 

particulariu abundant in outcrops strongly dissected by pegmatite 

injections. The matrix of the tetapyrcxenite is made up of light 

green granular augite epidote and plagioclase. It generally exhibits 

an even grained decussate texture. Augite which is partially altered 

to aornblende in seme thin sections can make up over 30 percent of 

the rock. The hornblende poikilcblasts have inclusions of biotite, 

augite, epidote, sphene and plagioclase of indeterminate composition.
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KAGINOT LAKE HETAEEEIDCTITI

Northeast, cf Kaginct Lake several thicX sills of metagaibro intrude 

the metavolcanic sequence, cut there is also at least one body of 

metaperidotite of pearly known shape and size, which, from its 

mineralogy and texture appears tc be considerably younger than those 

sills. The metagabcro weathers dark green to grey and is generally 

gneissic. Outcrops of the metaperidctite are typically bold, massive, 

doffltj-shaped and distinctly brctn in colour. On fresh surface this 

rocK is dark green and even textured with a grain size of l-2am. In 

thin section it exhibits the classic "ret 11 texture common in 

peridotires. Completely serpentirized euhedral to ovoid olivine 

grains, mantled by very fine magnetite are enclosed in two types of 

pyroxene, essentially unaltered augite, and very highly altered

pyroxene now chlorite * talc * tremolite but retaining subhedral to
n 

euhedral pyroxene form. Interstitial matrix consists of fiX^ grained

felted talc, carbonate, magnetite acd miner secondary quartz.

Hand specimens of the rock are moderately magnetic and consideraole 

compass deflection was encountered fer several tens of metres arcund 

the metaperidotite exposures* Ocfortunately aeromagnetic maps are 

strongly influenced in this part of the area by magnetite and 

pyri:notice-bearing chemical netasediments, and are of little use in 

tracing the extent of the ultramafic rocks which are exposed in only 

a few large outcrcps.
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LAfl?BOPHYa.S AKD EiLATSD iOCKS

Narrow vertical dikes cf lcw-*eathering black biotite-rich 

lamprophyre were seen in only a few localities intruding

m eta sediments in the extreme southwestern part of Baaaji Lake, and
e 

granitoid rocks in northeastern KX z i x Lake* These intrusions are

generally less than 20cm vide kith sharp planar contacts. Biotite and 

in some cases feldspar phenocrysts are present in these rocks and the 

matrix consists of biotite * chlorite with variable amounts of

calcite. These are kersantite acccrdinq to* Moorhouse (1959).

Possijjly related to these lamprophyre dikes are intrusions of similar 

size and limited distribution consisting cf porphyritic andesite* 

These rocks are lew-weathering, medium grey/ and contain plagioclase 

and biotite or more commonly hornblende phenocrysts in a massive fine 

to very fine grained plagioclase * hornblende * chlorite matrix.

A third type of minor, relatively uncommon intrusion may also be 

related to the above. In a few places arcund Fry Lake, notably on the 

southeastern shore and on the large northwestern bays, metavolcanics 

are intruded Dy very highly caricnatized mafic lenses or dikes. These 

intrusions are irregular in outline and the largest are in the order 

of 2m wide. The rocks weathering low with rugged surfaces. The 

carbonate {mostly calcite) weathers dull red and relatively resistant 

biotite-ampiiibole knots are light tc medium green. Contacts with the
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^ country'rock are sharp but quartz veinlets ccmmcniy obscure the aargin

cf the intrusion. Samples cf quartz and carbonate from these todies 

were analysed for gold with negligible results.

BAMAJI LAKE HIIA-CUAia2 DIC5ITS

In the south central part of the area a large island is underlain by 

coarse quartz diorite. For the nest part these rocks have retained 

their hypidiomorphic-granular igneous texture made up of interlocking 

hornblende and plagioclase crystals, ttost of the contacts with 

surrounding felsic to intermediate plutonic rocks are under water 

therefore the dimensions of the intrusion are problematical. Bhere 

contacts are exposed, inclusions of the quartz diorite occur within 

the trondhjemite and granodiorite. Hhis plus th.e fact that in most 

outcrops the quartz diorite is irtruded cy wide pegmatite dikes

definitely indicate that it is elder than the surrounding rocks.
\^

C JELSIC TO IHTSRMEIIATE IBlBOSIVi BOCKS

v^

Bocks in thJLs category underlie alacst two-thirds of the map-area. 

They form six major bodies, which are discussed below, and numerous 

smaller intrusions found in nearly all parts of the region. (1) The
s.,

Bama ji-Blackstone Batholith which is relatively homogeneous within 

this area underlies most of the ground southeast of Bamaji Lake. {2) 

The North Bamaji Lake Intrusion is a hyperuyssal trondhjemite c body 

which occupies most of the southwestern quadrant. (3) The Southern
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Pegmatite which intrudes Dcth of the above appears to ae post 

tectonic* ('4) The largest intrusion, the Northern Batholithic

Complex, consists of a variety ct litholcgies and includes a large
a 

area north of Wesleyan and west cf Kaginct Lake. (5) The Obaskaka

Lake Pluton is a subcircular bcdj, only a small part of which occurs 

witnin -he map-area north cf Fry Lake. {6) The Fry Lake Stock is a 

small feldspar porphyry mass of elliptical ourline on the 

southeastern side cf Fry Lake.

Figure 5 shows the rock classification scheme used in this report for 

felsic to intermediate plutonic rocks.

BAHAJI-BLACKSTON2 BATHCLIIH

within the map-area this pluton vhich was formerly termed the Bamaji- 

Blackstone Granite oy Sage and Breaks (1976) occupies nearly all of 

the ground southeast of Bamaji lake and extends for many kilometres

to the south (Sage and Breaks 1976). Locally there are two distinct
phases 
places. The bulk of the intrusicc is formed by a weakly foliated to

weakly gneissic leucocratic tictite trondhjemite, and along the 

northern contact of the batholith there is a zone of quartz diorite 

to uornolende granodiorite forming a rim from 500m to over 1100m in

widtn.

The contact phase, which occurs along the northern side of the large 

islands in Bamaji Laxe, is hcrnblende-rich, and varies from massive
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in t.ne centre of the zone, to strcngly foliated near both its northern 

and southern margins. Near its northern contact with supracrustal 

rocks the quartz diorite is irclusicn-rich. Broad trains of massive 

amphibolite xenoliths up tc 3Qci long occur up to 200m from the 

metasedinents found to the north, iithin 50m of that contact there 

are many unusual and highly variable hybrid phases, generally rich in 

biotite. In some outcrops indeed it is very difficult to distinguish 

between hybridized granitoid material and coarsely recrystallized 

guartz-feidspar-bictite schists.

Approaching the southern contact of this guartz-diorite zone with the 

biotite trondhjemite in the cere of the batholith, the roc* becomes 

markedly more ferrcmagnesian-ricb and develops a strong mineral 

foliation. Hornblende tends tc fern clotty masses up to 3cm long 

within a few 10*s of metres of the contact. Although never actually 

observed, the contact between quartz diorite and trondhjemite must be 

guite sharp and remarkably regular in outline since its location can 

Le readily interpolated. There are rarely indications of the relative 

ages of these two phases. Intrusion treccias are exposed on a few 

small islands near their contact, and further south within the 

homogeneous trondnjemitic mass cf the pluton/ inclusions of 

hornblende-rich granodiorite, very similar tc that in the contact 

zone occur in several places. Ibis evidence suggests that the 

marginal quartz diorite is the elder phase.

Petrography of the quartz diorite tc grancdioritic rocks shows
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with zoned phenocrysts of plagioclase ( ^5on across) forming up to 

10 percent of the rock. Typically these recks consist of 10 to 30

percent hornblende, UQ to 55 percent sericitized or uralitizedi'

plagioclase, 5 to 10 percent tactite and 10 to 25 percent guartz. 

C Microcline and microcline perthite constitute up to 8 percent in some 

sections But 1 to 3 percent is icre commcn. Sphene, epidote, apatite 

and allanite are the common accesscry minerals.

Tiie leucocratic trondhjemite which forms the core of the pluton is 

remarkable for Its uniformity, fiictite * hcrnblende form between 5 to 

12 percent of the rock with biotite predominating commonly to the 

exclusion of the amphibole. 3he mineral foliation is quite weak in 

most parts of the intrusion. A rather nebulous layering parallel to 

the mineral foliation is due tc very slight differences in colour and 

grain size oetween adjacent layers which are on the order 'of 2 to 

30cm wide. The faint cclcur differences de not appear to be due to 

any variation in the content cf any s-pecific mineral. Whether this 

phenomenon is the result of letaucrphic differentiation, remnant 

bedding in "granitized" supracrustal rocks/ differential shearing or 

repeated magmatic injections is still net clear, bat the layering is 

.a regular structural feature which provides consistent planar 

orientations both locally and throughout the pluton. Trains of 

amphibolite schleiren which prcbably represent dissected mafic 

intrusions are common in the northern part of the batholith. These 

also tend to parallel the layering and mineral foliation of the
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trondhjemite.

These rocks have a seriate allctricmorphic-granular texture with weak 

to fairly strong biotite foliations. They consist of 5 to 12 percent 

biotite, O to 5 percent hornblende, 40 to 66 percent plagioclase 

(An35-40), 25 to 40 percent quartz, and 1 to 3 percent microcline. 

Apatite, sphene and zircon are ttiquitous accessories and the 

percentage of granular epidote ranges froi 1 to 3 percent.

q 
NOfiTH BAMAJI L/KL INTRUSION

C 
The body,formerly called the Eamaji lake /oopiex by Sage and Breaks

(1976) is centred around North Bamaji lake. It is bounded to the 

south by an erosional unconformity and overlying metasediments, to 

the east by mafic metavoicanics which it intrudes, but its northern 

and western contacts are only vaguely kncvn (Photo No.7) , Sage and 

Breaks (1376). The intrusion consists almost entirely of leucocratic

trondhjemite which forms two sain phases, a medium grained foliated
e

biotite trondhjemit^ with cataclastically induced porphyroidal

features, and the ether, which is less acundant, a finer grained 

leucocratic biotite trondhjemite which appears to intrude the first. 

In a few localities medium grained guartz dioritic to granodioritic 

phases also intrude the first phase but these appear to be quite 

uncommon.

Bocks having primary igneous teiturcs are rarely found in tae
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southern and central parts of this intrusion. It is crossed Dy 

several major east-west trending fault and shear zones (shown as 

lineaments on the accompanying sap) which have cataclastically 

deformed all lithclogies to varying degrees. Many nore minor shear 

zones exist but they are net shewn individually to avoid confusion. 

The original textures of these recks were almost certainly 

hypidiomorphic-granular. In the first stage of cataclasis only the 

quartz is affected as single guartz crystals are strained and finally 

ere a X: up forming a "mortar11 between relatively euhedral plagioclase 

grains. Thus the plagioclase crystals take on the appearance of 

phenocryst in the guartzose CD c r tar. With more intense deformation 

the guartz forms lenses and veinlets producing an anastomosing

network between the plagioclase grains which .more lensoidal
' *

with attendant guartz-filled pressure shadows. Huscovita 

with a well developed preferred orientation defines foliation which

parallels the augen and sweeps around the better preserved
a. 

plagioclase phenocrysts. In the next stage of cataclastic degradation

the quartz lenses creak up intc distinct ovoid to suDcircuiar 

"eyes". Original plagioclase crystals are completely obliterated, 

becoming percrystalline augen surrounded by muscovite. Eventually, 

in the extreme case, the rock takes on an equigranular texture in 

which vague auger, cf guartz and feldspar can be seen with difficulty. 

Where recrystallization has occurred, such as in the extreme southern 

part of the intrusion where younger rocks of the Southern Pegmatite 

have provided a heat scurce, a granctlastic texture has developed in 

these rocks, without fcliaticc.



Of the cataclastic variants described hers the most commoa rock type 

is a median grained porphyroidal trondhjemite with quartz "eyes" and 

feldspar "phenocrysts." Contacts betveen sheared equivalents can be 

sharp or gradational. Indeed many contacts are so sharp that they 

appear to oe intrusive unless closely examined. Like some of the 

mafic intrusions fcund along the length of Bamaji Lake many of the 

outcrops of the trondhjemite are layered, vith layers from one 

centimetre to several metres thick representing textural variations of 

the same rock-type produced by differential cataclasis and shearing.

North of north 3amaji Lake the effects of shearing on the

trondhjemite rocks diminish gradually. The main phase south of
^ Wesleyan Lake is a weakly foliated, leucocratic, equigranular

trondhjemite with hypidiomorphic-granular texture. The contact of 

rocks belonging tc this intrusion vith the complex of generally more 

potassic phases found to the ncith appears to fie very irregular, and 

is difficult to delineate with certainty given the slight differences 

between some phases on opposite sides of that contact.

In the area around the northeastern corner of North Bamaji Lake the 

trondhjemitic rocks interfinger vith mafic metavolcanics which they

intrude. The lithologies are intimately intermixed, in many places
l l 

forming dit-par-Xi* sequences with mafic lenses and trondhjemitic

sills only 1 to 5m thick, contacts tetween the sills and mafic 

metavolcanics are very sharp and the metavolcanics show no
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ne taraorphic or metasomatic effects due tc the minor intrusions. The 

smaller trondhlemitic todies are generally porphyritic but vary 

widely in texture, grain size and proportions of phenocrysts. Massive 

feldspar porphyry sills with fe K quartz phenocrysts in which euhedral 

plagioclase crystals from 2 tc 4im across fora up to 30 percent of 

the roc x, in a grey aphanitic matrix are the most common type of minor 

intrusion. Feldspar quartz porphyry bodies with snail white euhedral

plagioclase and large round grey quartz phenocrysts in roughly equal
porphyritic 

proportions are also common* Shite DCQ-p la tjiocla.se felsite, very fine

grained to aphanite trondhjemite dikes and sills are abundant, but 

are generally too small tc ne ceded individually on the accompanying 

map.

The mineralogy of the trcndhjemitic rocks in the North Bamaji lake 

Intrusion shows remarkably little variation despite the radical 

textural differences evident across the main intrusion and the minor 

sills to the east. The rocks consist of quartz (25 to 35 percent), 

oligoclase (45 to 60 percent) ,bict'ite (3 to 8 percent) , muscovite (2 

to 10 percent), microcline {up tc 3 percent) and epidote (up to 3 

percent). Chlorite and carbonate occur in highly variable amounts, 

and sphene, magnetite, apatite, allanite and tourmaline are common 

accessories. Sulphide minerals, icstly pyrite, pyrrhotite, 

chalcopyrite and molybdenite, cccur sparsely disseminated in the 

southern part of the intrusion, particularly along the southern side 

cf North Bamaji Lake, lctal sulphide content can be as high as 5 

percent in some outcrops. The sulphide mineralogy of this intrusion
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is further discussed in the Eccrcmic Geology section of this report

SOOTH23N P2GHAIITE

In -ne extreme southern part cf the western half of the area pink 

leucocratic granitoid to coarsely pegmatoid quartz monzonite and

granite fggpsn stricto) intrude supracrusta^rocks as well as 

trondhjemite phases cf ooth the Eama ji-Blackstone Batholith and the 

North Bamaji. Lake Intrusion* Intruding the aetasediments along the 

no re ne r a side of Bamaji Lake, the pegmatite forms numerous sills from 

1 to 20m thick. Cress-cutting dikes of the same material are less 

common and on average, are ouch smaller. Contacts are sharp and large 

biotite schist inclusions are ccjimccly found in these intrusions.

The contact between the quartz monzonitic rocks and rocks of the 

North Bamaji Lake Intrusion is similar to the above in that across a 

gradational zone at least one kilometre vide between the two bodies 

numerous sills of the pegmatite intrude the trondhjemite and 

inclusions of trondhjemite free a few centimetres to hundreds of 

metres in size occur in the ccarser more potassic rock.

Ihe Southern Pegmatite varies greatly in grain size over short 

distances but sharp intrusive contacts within this phase are rarely 

seen. Unlike all the other reck types in this part of the area, the 

quartz monzonite appears unaffected by shearing and cataclasis. 

Outcrops are invariaoly massive, without layering and lacking
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foliation, ali of which suggests a post-tectonic age for these rocks. 

The contacts between the main mass cf the Southern Pegmatite and 

phases of the Bamaji-slackstcne Batholith are not exposed because 

they occur below Bamaji lake, tut the myriad pegmatite dikes which 

intrude tne latter pluton appear to he related to the former at least 

1 in the southcentral part cf the area.

r
The quartz monzonite and granite consists essentially of guartz (25 

to 35 percent) v microcline (3C tc 45 percent), microcline perthite (O 

to 20 percent), oligoclase (15 tc 35 percent), muscovite (5 to 10 

percent) and biotite (2 to 5 percent). Tourmaline is abundant in some 

places where it may constitute 1C tc 15 percent of the rock. Zircon, 

sphene,apatite and allanite are common accessories. Textures are 

hypidiomorphic-granular, but in seme of the finer grained rocks 

microcline perthite forms phenccrysts markedly larger ( 2* 1cm) than

the aiatrii crystals.
^

Tourmaline-rearing guartz veins were found in several places cutting 

tro^dhjemitic rocks in the southern part cf North Bamaji Lake. These 

veins commonly contain several percent pink microcline and appear to 

De transitional between simple guartz veins and pegmatite dikes 

associated with the Southern Pegmatite.

NOBTH52N BATHOLITiilC CCHfifX

The northwestern portion cf the area is underlain by part of a
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batholith which extends for many kilometres to the north and west 

(Saga and Breaks 1976). Within the map-area, the batholith appears to 

De crudely zoned in terms of the average composition of the 

lithologies present. Immediately north of the trondhjemite rocks 

belonging to the North Bamaji lake Intrusion* there is a broad zone 

of predominantly granodioritic recks varying in width from 2 to 5 km. 

North of this relatively simple zone, the batholith becomes far more 

complex in terms of the number of reek-types present and their 

distribution. Prom cress-cutting relationships and the abundance of 

potassic phases in the northern zone it is inferred to De the 

younger, within the northern zone itself it is evident that the 

potassium content of the rocks increase with decreasing relative age.

In the southern zone of the cctplex the predominant phase is massive 

to weakly foliated equigranular biotite granodiorite grading locally 

to biotite trondhjemite. Ihe only other common rock-types are 

massive, pink pegmatite and massive, relatively fine grained, 

equigranular biotite quartz monzonite which both intrude the 

granodiorite. In mcst cf the zone these younger- rocks are subordinate 

to the granodiorite DUt locally, such as in the area north and west 

of Upper Kaginot Lake, they make up a significant proportion of the 

batholith. Contacts between the granodiorite and the younger phases 

are generally sharp and commonly cut across the granodiorite*s weak 

mineral foliation.

The Diotite granodiorite itself appears to consist of a number cf
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different phases having distirct textural aspects but very similar

mineralogies. Host ccmmen is a nassive hypidiomorphic granular rock
a.

containing aoout 5 percent biotite. In the area east of Wesleyan LaJce 

the plagioclase in this phase is coated with fine hematite giving it 

a pink or red cast. Another c c men reek-type exhibits a seriate 

texture in terms of equant plagioclase euhedra. This grades into a 

distinctly porphyritic variant vith anhedral plagioclase (An30) 

phenocrysts up to 1.5cm across* l third reek-type is porphyritic in 

terms of ooth plagioclase and licrccline, and yet another is ooth 

quartz and microcline phyric. An unusual phase which occurs in 

several places in the area, nctarly along the Cat River south of 

K4zik Lake, is characterized i y clctty distribution of ferromagnesian 

minerals. In this granodiorite mcst cf the biotite and much of the 

epidote present occurs in ovcidal knots ap to 2cm across in a 

hypidiomorphic- granular matria.

Average composition of these granodioritic phases is approximately 

quartz (30 to ^0 percent), oligoclase (45 to 60 percent), microcline 

(6 to 15 percent), biotite (3 to 10 percent), muscovite (2 to 5 

percent) and epidote (1 to 3 percent).

The guartz monzonite which intrudes the granodiorite phases generally 

has a non-foliated allotriomorphic-granular texture and a very low

colour index. The average composition is guartz (25 to 30 percent),
"f* microcline 

oligoclase (20 to 40 percent) , microcline. 3:1131' miiliim perthite *

antiperthite (30 tc 50 percent) , biotite (1 to 3 percent) and
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muscovite (O to ^ percent).

within the complex northern zone,in the northwestern corner of the 

area in particular it is not unusual to find up to twelve tezturally 

and compositionally distinct phases in a single outcrop. Exposures in 

which at least five phases occur are very common- For ocvious reasons 

it is impossible tc depict this complexity on the accompanying map 

which is greatly simplified in this part of the area.

on many of the complex outcrops it is possible to determine the 

relative ages of the lithclogies present. In general the oldest rock- 

types are inclusions of foliated bictite trondhjemite, cut and 

included oy fine-grained massive leucocratic trondhjemite. These 

phases are reminiscent cf the t ve dcicinant trondhjemitic rock types 

in the north Bamaji LaJce Intrusions. They are further intruded by 

massive coarse-grained biotite trondhjemite which is a very common 

phase in this part of the area. The next intrusive phases are two 

types of granodiorite, one equigranular, and the younger porphyritic 

with plagioclase and quartz pherccrysts. All of the aDove are 

intruded and included by a deep pin*-weathering coarse grained, 

porphyritic quartz monzonite with large {up to 2cm) equant microcline 

phenocryst^., and then by a younger leucocratic quartz monzonite to 

granitic (sensu stricto) phase which is equigranular and relatively 

fine grained. The youngest intrusive rocks present in most cases (see 

Lamprophyre and Belated Bocks, Mafic and Ultramafic Bocks) are a 

variety of pegmatitic and aplitic dikes, seme of which themselves are
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multiphase and/or highly zcned. Contacts tetween the granitoid and 

pegmatoid phases are almost invariably sharp. Some chilling and 

' ; hematitic staining along the contacts are quite common.

f
Correlation of the many phases present is difficult between widely

C scattered outcrops out some generalizations can be made regarding the 

intrusive history of this zone. Although the intrusive sequence 

outlined above is only one example cf those found in mapping, the

' progression from trondhjemitic (potassium-poor) to guartz monzonitic 

(potassium-rich) rocks with time appears to be the rule. Locally 

granodioritic phases are found intruding porphyritic quartz 

monzonite, but in general the sequence of intrusion in terms of 

relative composition is quite regular. In terms of abundance, guartz 

monzonitic and granodioritic recks are predominant in this zone as a 

whole, our locally the older trocdhjemitic rocks are of major 

importance.

C OBASKAKA LAKE PLUTON

This intrusion named by Sage and Breaks i 1976) is a subcircular body 

about 15km in diameter, located north cf the eastern part of Fry 

Laxa. Only a small part of the pluton occurs within the map-area and 

is considered in this report, but the rest has oeen described by Sage

and Breaks (1976). In that account this intrusion was interpreted,
3 

from contact relationships arcund the body, to be a "syntectonic to

late-tectonic mesozonal diapiric pluton which has imposed a warp upon
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the metavolcanic structural trends," Prom the limited data on the 

pluton available from the current study this interpretation appears 

valid.

/ 

Within the map-area, the contact with the surrounding merasediments

is fairly sharp. Gn the metasediment side several thin quartz 

^ monzonitic sills (^2m thick) intrude the country rocks for roughly 

200m south of the pluton, iithir the pluton as the contact is 

approacned the rocks become sere strongly foliated and amphibolitic 

inclusions become more numerous. In many places the contact phases 

contain hornblende clots up tc 3cm across.

According to Sage and Breaks (1S76) the dominant phases in the pluton 

are massive porphyritic to equigranular leucocratic to melanocratic 

biotite and hornblende-biotite quartz monzonite, cut they indicated 

that the guartz content decreases sarxedly toward the margins. Twc 

main phases are round within the map-area. The older, and dominant 

rock-type is a moderately foliated, equigranular, Diotite-hornblende

monzonite. This is intruded in some places by a porphyritic biotite-\
hornblende to hornblende biotite monzonite to syenodiorite containing 

euhedral microcline and microcline-perthite phenocrysts up to 1.5cm 

across. This phase typically cuts across the foliation in the older 

monzonite.

In thin section the elder rock has ac allotriomorphic-granular 

texture and consists of quartz (5 tc B percent), microcline (40 tc 55
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percent) , oligoclase (20 to 30 percent), hornblende (Q to 15 

percent), and biotite (3 to 5 percent). Large {1~4na) sphene crystals 

as well as zircon and apatites are ccmmoE accessories. Myrmekitic 

intergrowth vere found in scae thin sections. Hornblende occurs as 

both sinqle euhedral crystals and as anhedral grains in clots with 

biotite.

Petrographic examination of the younger monzonitic to syendioritic 

phase snows that it consists cf -guartz (3 to 6 percent) , microcline 

and microcline perthite (25 to 35 percent), oligoclase-andesine (UO 

to 55) percent) hornblende (10 tc 15 percent) and biotite (5 to 10

percent) .

PBY LAK2 STOCK

South of the eastern end cf Fry lake is a small (2.6 km Dy 1.0 km), 

roughly elliptical stock of intermediate plagioclase porphyry. 

Typically this rock consists cf 5 tc 20 percent pink to white- 

weathering euhedral oligoclase phenccrysts 2 to 5mm in length in a 

grey-green-weathering massive aphanitic matrix. This matrix is made 

up mostly of quartz plagioclase and sericite in roughly egual 

proportions with minor biotite and variable amounts of pyrite and

magnetite euhedra. Secondary carbonate, mostly calcite, constitutes a
y 

high proportion of the rocX in seme samples.

Overall the intrusion is guite hcmogeneous in mineralogy and texture,



but some differences are notatle near tc contacts with the 

surrounding mafic metavolcanics. The volume percent of plagioclase 

pheaocrysts decreases toward the margins of the intrusion, and the 

remaining phenocrysts tend tc be strongly aligned. This alignment 

appears to De due to shearing rather than magmatic flow. Adjacent to

the contact the rock is sheared tc such an eitent that it is guite
4 

fissile, anX the phenocrysts lose their shape, becoming thin lenses

up to 2cfl long. The actual contacts cf this porphyry body were not 

seen while mapping, cut Sage and Breaks (1976) report that in drill 

cora a one centimetre vide chill zone appears conformable with the 

country rock schistosity. The intensity of shearing close to the 

contact was also obvious in the core.

UlfiOH INTRUSIONS

Felsic to intermediate sills and dikes from a fev cent.ifflet.res to 10s 

of metres in width are very ccincn in this area. These fall into two 

i;road categories. Pegmatites, hhich are more common in the plutonic 

terrains and porphyry types found almost exclusively intruding 

supracrustal rocks.

Pegmatitic to aplitic rocks cf quartz monzonitic to granitic (sensu 

stricto) composition form minor intrusions found throughout the 

Bamaji-fllackstone Batholith, ic many places along the southern part

of the North Bamaji Lake Intrusion, and throughout most of the
C

Northern flatholithic ^cmplex. Such rocks rarely extend far into the
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supracrustal sequences DU- are known to cut all supracrustal 

iithologies and nearly all intrusive rock-types. The pegmatites 

occurring in the northern and southern parts of the area probably

differ in their magmatic affinity since they are separated by several 
k 
kilometres of terrain essentially devoid cf pegmatites but there are

no gross mineralogical or textural differences oovious between them. 

As mentioned in an earlier section, the complex outcrops in the 

extreme northwestern corner of the nap-area commonly include at least 

three pegmatite types cf different ages. These differ in grain size, 

guartz/microline ratio and colour, but this is readily apparent only 

where they occur together cress-cutting cne another.

Hineralogically these rocks are very simple, consisting of microcline 

(UO to 55 percent), albite (20 tc 30 percent) , quartz (25 to 35 

percent), muscovite (O to 15 percent) and ciotite (2 to 5 percent). 

Tourmaline and actinolite are fairly common accessory minerals in the 

southern part of the area but were not found in the pegmatites from 

the north. In a few cases microcline forms phenocrysts 2 to 3 times 

larger than the surrounding guartz and feldspar but generally the 

three main minerals form grains roughly egual in size. Internal 

zonation was rarely observed, but a few examples were seen in the 

northern and southern plutonic areas. The zonation involves sharp 

changes in grain size and texture with relatively slight variations 

in mineralogy.

In several places pegmatite dikes with very high guartz content were
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seen to qratie into quartz veins containing a few percent (2-10 

percent) microcline. Such veins appear tc be related to molybdenite
s-

mineralization in the southern part cf the North Bamaji Lake 

^ Intrusion.

( Porphyritic intrusions, mostly sills with aphanitic to fine grained

matrices ranging in composition frcm trondhjemitic to quartz
f

monzonitic, occur in all parts of the supracrustal belt. Those in the 

immediate vicinity of the larger intrusions, the Bamaji-Blackstons 

Batholith (granodiorite sills), the North Bamaji Lake Intrusions 

(trondhjemitic sills and dikes) and the Obaskaka Lake Pluton (guartz 

monzonitic sills) have already briefly been discussed, but there are 

a great many more in the l ry-ficchmere-accsetegon Lakes area bearing 

no obvious relation to any of these major bodies.

The variety of textures and compositions among these minor intrusions 

is considerable. Plagioclase and antiperthite are the most abundant, 

and commonly the only minerals occurring as phenocrysts, out guartz 

"eyes" do occur in many intrusions and predominant in a few. 

Phenocryst point density ranges widely from 5 to 50 percent but 15 to 

25 percent is most common. Biotite is generally the only 

ferromagnesian present in essential quantities, but chlorite and 

epidote occur in minor amounts in most examples, fluscovite can form a 

high proportion of the rocks (up tc 20 percent) .(jl, By In the central 

Fry Lake area in particular these intrusions appear to have taken up 

much of the shearing stress in the predominantly mafic metavolcanic
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sequence. Hence the porphyries are commonly highly fissile, with

strong muscovite-dominated schistosities. Quartz phenocrysts tend to
t* 

form polycrystalline lenses smeared out parallel ithis schistosity,

but plagioclase phenocrysts suffer cnly crushing around their edges. 

Carbonate alteration be intense in such rocks. The final result is to 

give the rocks a layered and/or pseudo-fragmental appearance. Where 

recrystallization has occurred the plagioclase phenocrysts form large 

(1.0 -o 1.5cm) subhedral to anhedral poikiloblastic grains usually in 

a granoblastic matrix of quartz feldspar and muscovite.
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Regional Metamorphism

As in many Archean *greenstone^ belts the supracrustal 

rocks in this area exhibit a crude zonation of metamorphic 

grade. The core of the Fry-Bamaji Lake belt is made up of 

rocks which have arirtained (.almandine) low grade conditions 

(Winkler, 1976). At the margins of the belt where the supra 

crustal rocks are in contact with plutonic masses (cordierite- 

almandine) medium grade conditions have prevailed.

In the medium grade areas hornblende with oligoclase- 

andesine form the mafic metavolcanics, while in the interior 

of the belt actinolite and/or hornblende plus albite are the 

essential constituents of these rocks. The clastic meta- 

sediments occur almost exclusively in the margins of the belt. 

Biotite schists in some places contain cordierite or andalusite, 

but generally the occurrence of index minerals is rare. Sage 

and Breaks (1976) report finding sillimanite in the absence of 

muscovite and epidote in meta-wackes from the northern part 

of the belt, but no sillimanite has been identified in the 

map-area.

AEROMAGNETIC DATA AND GEOLOGY

Two sets of aeromagnetic maps are available on.-this area. 

The ODM-GSC total field maps compiled from a survey done in



1959 and published at a scale of 1:63,360 show very little 

detail over the present area (ODM-GSCa, b, c, d). The only 

feature clearly discernible on these maps is the Fry Lake 

anticline (see Structural Geology) which is outlined by positive 

anomalies over magnetite-bearing chemical metasedimentary units.

In 1975 a high resolution aeromagnetic survey was flown 

over an area roughly coincident with the present geological 

map. From this survey residual total intensity magnetic maps 

were derived and published at a scale of 1:15,840 (ODM 1976 a, 

b, c, d, e, f). Although for more detail was apparent in this 

series of maps, the narrowest linear anomalies were still 

relatively broad; suitable for outlining major structural and 

lithologic features (folds, faults, intrusive contacts, etc.) 

but they were of limited usefulness in tracing individual 

supracrustal units (e.g. flows with slightly different magnetic 

susceptibilities).

In 1977 V.K. Gupta, geophysicist, O.G.S., rendered the high 

resolution aeromagnetic maps more useful for field correlation 

purposes by performing several types of computerized data 

manipulation. To enhance near surface (supracrustal) magnetic 

effects over those due to lower crustal features downward 

continuation maps (Gupta S Wadge, 1980) were prepared from the 

total field maps. Second derivative maps (Gupta s Wadge, 1980)
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which substantially reduce the width of anomalies, and 

magnetic susceptibility maps (Ervin, 1972) which enhance the 

relatively small susceptibility differences between supracrustal 

units were also produced. In most parts of the supracrustal 

belt these maps were effective in allowing precise correlation. 

For example in the area between western Fry and Bamaji Lakes 

which is underlain by a sequence of rather monotonous mafic 

metavolcanics, pillowed flows of higher susceptibility outline 

several major folds, the axial traces of which are shown on 

the accompanying geological map.

Unfortunately these manipulative techniques were not as 

successfully employed in the northeastern part of the area where 

details of structure and stratigraphy are still obscured by the 

overriding effects of the anomalies associated with magnetic 

chemical metasediments.

CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY

PLEISTOCENE

The region has few prominent Pleistocene features. 

The pervasive ground moraine consisting of gravelly sand and 

silt is generally thin ( l to 10 m) probably averaging less 

than 5 m, and shows very little relief. Glacial fluting of 

this overburden is apparent in most parts of the region, but



in the immediate map-area it is not well-developed because of 

the thin discontinuous nature of the ground moraine. Ice flow 

directions were also indicated by glacial striae which are 

common on mafic metavolcanic and granitoid outcrops. The 

average direction of movement was found to be between 238O and 

2420 .

The onlyA significant glaciqflijTTaa]? feature in the area 

is a southwest-trending esker system extending between Kaginot 

and Wesleyan Lakes. Only the northern part has the high (up 

to 20 m) , narrow, steep-sided, sinuous f.orm characteristic of 

classic eskers. The western portion is a broad (100 to 600 m), 

relatively flat, gradually rising sub-sinuous ribbon of 

bouldery sand, which is pitted in a few places and which is 

flanked by several sizeable kettle-like depressions.

The only existing surficial map which includes the area 

(Prest, 1963) shows very little detail in this region.
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SETTING

The Early PrecamDcian (Archean) supracrustal and intrusive rocks in 

tais region fall withir the major tectono-stratigraphic subdivision 

of the Superior Province known as the Uchi Suoprovinca (Ayres et al 

1971). Tna contact with the English Hiver Suiprovinca is some 20km to 

the so ut a of the area, and the Berens Hiver Block (Ayres et al 1971) 

is aa average of 35 to 40ka tc the north.

The supracrustal sequence in this section of tha Uchi Sabprovince 

have o-^en isoclinally folded alcng rougnly east-west-trending axes/ 

and have been severely dissected by tne surrounding plutonic masses. 

The fry-3anaji Lake supracrustal oelt which exhibits nostly east to 

ENE-trending structural features appears to fora the southern limb of
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a major synclinal structure, the axis of *hicn extends from south of 

Dorothy Ldke to Teevin Lake (Saqe st al 1972). The northern arm of 

this fold, Known as the Meen-Deospster Lake belt (Sage and Breads 

1976) has structural features fchicb trend east-southeast- The 

Obaskaka Lake Platen appears tc have pierced the supracrustal rocks 

near the axis of the major syncline, shouldering aside and warping 

the younger rocks.

In tha western part of the map-area plutonic aasses completely sever 

the Fry-Bamaji Lake oelt from the ferdinand Lake belt (Wallace 1979c) 

witii which it is clearly correlative. A very large area south of 

Bamaji Lake is underlain almost entirely by plutonic rocks leaving 

only small metavoicanic vestiges sandwiched between individual 

intrusions*

HAJOH STRUCTURAL FEATURES

C dAJOH FOLDS

Three major folds appear to ccntrol the structure in the local 

supracrustal sequence. The Fry lake Anticline is the largest, most 

complex and best defined of these structures. Part of the fold has an 

east-plunging axis and an east-trending axial trace passing through 

the northern part of Fry Lake. Ibis part is veil documented in terms 

cf both facing criteria and lithologic and aeromagnetic distribution 

patterns. Just east cf Kaginct lake the fold forms a domal structure
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with divergent axial traces which extend northward out of the 

m a p-are a. between Burley and Scares Lake, and southwest ward 

suoparallel to the arms of Kaginct lake. Stratigraphic top 

determinations are rather scarce in these areas, out tne structures 

can oe interpreted from aeromagnetic data and outcrop distribution 

patterns visible en air phctcs.

a. 
The Ho c Jemar e- Wesleyan lake Syncline is another major east-trending

relatively shailowly east-plunging fold which transects most of the

area. Its axial trace extends irca the scuth-central portion of Pry
a. 

Lake, passing north cf North canal! lake to southern Wesleyan Lake.*f r 
Closure north,Konegon Lake is ctvious from outcrop patterns.

' q 
Foliation dips in the metavolcanics are shallow ( -^70*) in comparison

with the rest of the area. They face inward symmetrically about the 

axial trace of the fold nicely reinforcing the pattern obtained from 

airpaoto interpretation.

At the extreme southwestern end cf Senior Lake a seguence of mafic 

metavolcanics forms a west plunging syncline similar in all respects 

to that north of Kcnegon Lake (Kaiiace 1979c). These formed .at one 

time a continuous structure, and as Sage and Breaks (1976) suggested, 

what we see there now is the "thin keel zone" of the fold which has 

seen warped upward by intrusion cf trondhjemitic rocks south of 

Senior Lake, creating the two separate oppositely-plunging segments 

found at the present level of ercsicc.
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Slsewhere in the map-area along the length of this fold its axial 

trace is defined by aeromagnetic and foliation distribution patterns.

The third fold which is somewhat less well defined has an axial trace 

which extends subparallel to the pcuer transmission line south of 

Moosetegon Lake. Interpretation cf this fold is based on strong 

aeromagnetic evidence indicating closure to the northeast, and on 

foliation patterns indicative cf ac antiformal structure. Facing 

criteria are lacking in this area which is underlain by a monotonous 

sequence of mafic flows, out some stratigraphic evidence suggests 

that the fold is ac anticline. Ibis agrees with observations from 

minor folds which are northeast-plunging in that part of the 

supracrustal sequence.

ttAJOa FAOL1S AND LINEAfiEHlS

As is evident from the accompanying map major faults and topographic 

lineaments believed to be related tc faults are numerous in this 

region. In general these features have been indicated simply as 

lineaments on the map unless stratigraphic offsets across them were 

positively identified.

The most prominent fault runs dcvn the length of Bamaji Lake parallel 

or subparallel to the stride cf the supracrustal rocks on either 

sid-3. Rocks on the north shore are intensely sheared, and spectacular 

veiniets of pseudotachylyte fS^ry, 1969) are quite common over a
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width of at least 200m across the fault zone/Photo No.S.yThe 

aDunda nee of perfectly preserved pseudotachylyte suggests that 

shearing along this zone was late ir the defernational and 

metamorphic history of the area. The progressively less intense 

cataclastic deformation can be traced for at least 300m avay from the 

main fault which as is suggested by the presence of weak 

electromagnetic conductors (Palonen and Speed 1977) extends directly 

along the axis of Bamaji Lake.

fielative movement across this Bamaji fault Zone is not known since no 

units have been correlated CE both sides, flajor lineaments in the 

Bamaji-alacKstons Batholith maj te the slightly offset equivalents of 

ME-trending faults on the southern side of Fry Lake but this cannct 

be demonstrated conclusively.

Cast of the ma. p-are a the Bamaji lake Fault is lost under Pleistocene 

cover and appears to die cut. Scuth of the area however, it continues 

for many kilometres down the lcng southwestern arm of Bamaji Lake.

The sharp contact between the twc major phases of the Bamaji- 

Blackstone Batholith runs parallel to the Bamaji Lake Fault Zone for 

most of its length. No exposure was found directly along the contact, 

uut the pronounced mineral foliation developed in the hornblende-rich 

phase near the inferred contact suggests some types of slip movement 

there. A third major fault may occur aicng a strong lineament running 

parallel to the two noted above, between the southern shore of Bamaji
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Lako and the large islands in the lake. Evidence for the fault is 

meager, bat an increasingly strccg ilneral foliation and gneissosity 

are discernible in the biotite trondhjemite as it is approached.

A number of northeast trending faults and lineaments meet the Bamaji 

Lake Fault at acute angles, hut rone were observed to cross it. These 

faults are commonly recognizable in the field as they produce marked 

deflections of foliation and/cr original features such as volcanic 

layering, pyroclastic tedding, etc. lhey are also obvious from 

stratigraphic offsets or more ccmmcniy abrupt truncations, coincident 

with strong topographic linear features seen on air photos.

South of Hcosetegon Lake a number of major faults and shear zones 

(shown as lineaments on the accompanying map) splay off from the 

Bamaji Lake Fault and cut across the western half of the area in an 

east. west, direction. It is this set of parallel faults and shear 

zones which give the North Bamaji lake Intrusion its cataclastic 

character. There axe probaulj many more faults in this set but for 

the sake of clarity only those associated witn strong topographic 

lineaments were shewn en the accompanying map. Weak irregular 

electromagnetic conductors occur sutparallel to some of these faults 

(Palonen and Speed 1977).

In the northern part of the area east of Kaginot Lake, stratigraphic 

correlation is severely complicated by major sets of northeast and 

northwest-trending faults. These arc net generally recognizable in
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rae field, but they are all strcrg topographic lineaments which 

correspond to clear stratigraphic acd electromagnetic discontinuities 

{Palonen and Speed, 1S77).

Very strong linear features are common in areas underlain by 

granitoid rocks in the Northern Eatholithic Complex and the Bamaji- 

Blackstone Batholith. Most of these are probably faults, out 

definitive criteria recognizable on the ground are generally lacking. 

Northeast-trending lineaients appear to fce by far the most numerous 

in both of these areas, the longest most continuous features trend 

east to east-north-east.

flINOS STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 

PRIMAH Y PLAtfAfi ELEMENTS

Bedding is evident in most outcrops of clastic and chemical 

metasediments and in mcst outcrops cf tuff, lapilli-tuff and 

lapillistone. Contacts between flovs are commonly seen on shoreline 

exposures but they are rarely obvious en inland outcrops. In general 

these contacts are planar, vith minor (^L1m in high) irregularities. 

Discontinuous flow layering vas observed in only a few places in 

intermediate flows in western fry Lake.

rejAfeou-S /o,uermcj /s de.ve.lope.ci ^a/r/^ coaS'Ste/rt/M tArouoAoy.*" ~kk.e- 

biot.ite trondhjemite phase of the Baaaji-Elackstone Batholith where 

outcrops consist cf concordant layers generally varying only slightly
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in colour and grain size. The primary origin of the layering is 

certainly nor well established. Indeed a tectono-metamorphic origin 

for this pervasive planar structure appears just as likely.

Primary igneous layering dees occur with no do ut) t in some of the 

mafic intrusions in the north certral part of the area. The most 

obvious manifestation is a change in the size and/or concentration of

plagioclase phenocrysts frea layer to layer. Changes in grain size,
A 

texture an0* mineralogy can also te discerned in a few examples y

notably the pyroxenitic-gabbroic sill along the southern shore of the 

northwestern bay of Pry Lake.

FOLIATIONS, SCHISTOSITY GNEJLSSCSIII

foliation produced by the flattecirg and parallel arrangement of 

original features such as tephra, conglomerate clasts, pillows, 

amygdules, etc. is common in this region, flattening of any of these 

features can be pronounced enough tc give the rock, a distinct layered 

appearance. In nearly all cases khere bedding or igneous layering is 

discernible this foliation was parallel or subparallel to it.

This parallelism also holds for mineral foliations which are present 

in nearly every rcck-rype except the youngest granitoid rocks and 

those supracrustal rocxs which have been most severely 

recrystaliized. Mineral foliation varies greatly in intensity from a 

weak parallelism of phyllcsilicates only, to very strong alignment of
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all major minerals present in the reck. True schistosity in which 

over 50 percent of the mineral graits in the rock are aligned is 

relatively uncommen/ occurring consistently only in the metasediments 

on the northern side of the islands in Eamaji Lake.

Gneissosity is developed tc varying degrees throughout the Bamaji 

Blackstone Batholith and in several of the sill-like mafic intrusions 

found along Bamaji Lake.'

LIMBATIONS

Along the northern side of Baiaji Lake in particular originally 

eguant or sUD-spherical oojects have been tectonically reshaped into 

flattened cigar like bodies. These are commonly aligned in such a way 

as to define both linear and planar structural elements. In the 

highly deformed conglomeratic recks in the south central part of the 

area such lineation is well developed, and is readily seen because of 

the preferential weathering away of the netawacke matrix. The 

lineation of tephra in nearby pyroclastic units is less apparent, tut 

can be observed in a few exposures, fleasurements show that in this 

area lineations plunge shallcvly tcvard the northeast parallel to 

tbe shoreline and supracrustal ccntacts.

In the northern part of Bamaji lake polygonized plagioclase crystals 

in crystal tuffs and in gneissic metadiorite intrusions show similar 

lineations. These are generally steeply dipping and are less



consist inn ia their attitudes than the iineations noted ajaove,

Relatively weak'mineral lineaticns viera observed in some of the other 

intrusive rocks in the area. Alignment of hornblende crystals in 

mafic intrusive rocks was noted in the southern part of Bamaji Lake* 

PorphyroDlasts of quartz fern lineations in some of the porphyroidal 

trondhjemitic rocksoround North Eaaaji Lake.

a i no i: outcrop-sized folds do not appear to ae common here/ out 

scattered examples occur in all parts cf the area, involving 

virtually all lithologies. The axes of these folds are generally 

consistent with those of the major folds in the area*

ECONOd1C GEOLOGY

occurrences of molybdenum, uranium, gold, silver and copper are known 

to be present in the aap-araa, but se far none have proven to be of 

economic size or grade.

Exploration for gold has gone en.sporadically here since the mid- 

1920s with very little success. No prospect ever approached a 

production stage. During the search for gold uranium vas discovered 

south of aoosetegon Lake in the mid-1950s. Further prospecting in 

that area has found several small uranium occurrences and a number of 

polymetallic base and precious metal showings.

In tht inter*** of rapid dimtmutution of tn* mult* contained in thii Xcpert, tom* of th* du* irm? /M* AMHW 6wn meticuloiuly 
chfdtcd, Thu* tn* OOS do** not gtunnfin th* mccuncy of thut flgwn *nd *M0f**** *** rmmdtr ehcek original
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Although minor base metal sulphide showings had been recognized in 

the area since tfce 1920s, explcrati.cn specifically aimed toward base 

metals did not begin until the aid-1960s. In large part this was due 

to the remote location, poor accessibility and paucity of geological 

information available on the region up tc that time. Considerable 

wo r K was done around fry* 2 ana j i and north Bamaji Lake between 1966 

and 1963. aost of this effort *as directed toward locating copper   

zinc sulpaide mineralization in the aetavclcanics north of Bamaji 

Lake out several molyodenua occurrences were also investigated around 

North Banaji Lake and Senior lake.

(. Between 1969 and 1971 major exploration programs involving airborne

and ground geophysical surveys, systeaatic prospecting and geologicali
mapping, and considerable diamond drilling, wera carried out across 

. this part of the Qchi Subprovince by several large companies. Results 

of tais minor "rush" were generally inconclusive, and very little
V.

additional work has been reported i.n the nap-area and vicinity for 

several years.

During the period cf the current survey, the only mining claims in 

good standing within the nap-area vere a' group south of floosetegon 

Lake around the main Bamaji lake Oraniua Occurrence,, and a single 

claim over a gold prospect in northern Fry Lake. Recent continued 

C strong demand and high prices fei gold, uranium and molybdenum have

prompted renewed interest in the kncwn prospects in this region. 
v..

Several of these are being exanined at this time.

In the inter*** of rapid dfcvrmuMiioft of fft* mutt* contained in thm Report, tom* 9fth*datnrrmy not AMV* ft*** m* 
T*tu th* OGS don not it*nnt9* tht tccwmcy of {ft*** fffuru mnd mflfMA t** rwrfer cJwdb original tour***
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A more detailed summary of the exploration history of the area is 

found ia the introduction of this report (see History of Mineral 

Exploration). A compilation of reports en mining exploration surveys 

and diamond drill programs which had oeen submitted to the Ministry 

of Natural Resources for assessment credit as of Oecenoer 31st, 1979 

is given, in Table 2.

Descriptions of individual occurrences are listed separately in a 

later section.

GOLD

Gold mineralization in this area is known to be associated with 1) 

quartz veins and silicified shear zones, and 2) pyrite, uraniferous 

chemical aetasediments.

The two best known vein-type occurrences are located near the south
a

shore of lesley^n LaJce (see livv Gold Prospect) , and on the northern 

shore of Try Lake (see B. Knappett). In the first case a vertical 

vein occurs along a sheared east-west-trending contact Between a 

trondhjemitic sill and fine grained mafic aetavolcanic* The vein 

varies from 1m to a few centimetres in width and is mineralized with 

disseminated pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. Gold 

appears to be associated with the sulphide minerals but no visible 

gold has ever been reported from this site.

In the internet of rapid dfcwivtiiMfioft of t** nteuitt eontmtned M thi* Report, tome of the dote mtj nut hw*e oeen meticulously 
checked* That the OO3 do** not gnerunt** the accuracy of theee flguret and mgiittt the reader ch*ek erijinel tourcet.
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In the r1 r y Lake shewing these narrow sutparaiiei steeply dipping, 

north to northwest-tranding quartz veins cut coarsely amphiaoiitized 

mafic metavolcanics and metaqattro sills* The quartz contains 

considerable pyrite and lesser amounts ci arsenopyrite and black 

': tourmaline* Hagnetitic c-hem i ea l aetasedimentary units are known to 

"~ occur nearby, but no felsic tc intermediate intrusive bodies are

present in the vicinity* Again ne visible gold has been reported, and 

in this case gold is .believed tc be associated with arsenopyrite.

Significant gold assays have- been obtained from the Bamaji Lake 

' Uranium occurrences. In the oain shewing geld has been found in

pyritic muscovite-rich siliceous schist which appears to be ai
tuffaceous unit, in adjacent units of finely bedded metawacke- 

(. mudstone, and to a lesser extent in carbcnate-actinolite-biotite
\d\UJr\

rocks wftiahprobaaly represent metamcrphosed chemical sedimentary
(.

rocks* In all of these units the geld appears to be directly 

L associated with the pyrite, which occurs disseminated within the

tuffaceous unit, in fine confenable layers in the metawacke and as 
~ C

larqe irregular clcts and coarse disseminations in the calc-silicate

 . L material, gyeitio camplaa aljo geoa to be moat radioactive but ao far- 

 Qo- uranium"bearing mineral haa h^uii yuaitlvely idtmliflecf;
\*.s

C In smaller uranium occurrences mere or less along strike with the

main showing to the southwest, lew gold levels have oeen reported in 
o

pyritic actinlite-rich pods and veinlets and the immediately 
A

In th* wftrrv* ef raptrf 4m*mmutio* of th* r*mlti cunlrtwrf i* tMt Mtport, tom* oftH* 4mtm may not *
T\m f**OGS 4ow not JIOTUI/M (/k* uceurmey oft*n*fic*m and wo**** th* r*mH*r ctwck origin** 10*1***,
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surrounding trondhjemite rocks,

SILVSfi

This metal has be^n reported in nine t amounts along with, the gold la
o 

the occurrences discussed a c o ve, i) ut the Sanderson option is known

primarily for its silver potential* northeast of Slate Falls east- 

west-trending shear zones parallelled by irregular quartz veins and 

anastomosing stringers contain erratically distributed sulphide 

minerals. The main vein is up tc 1 metre wide but over most of its 

length of over 300m ir is only a few centimetres in width. Pyrite and 

chalcopyrite are the most abundant sulphides present out 

tetrahedrite, sphalerite, pyrrhotite and galena were also identified. 

These minerals occur both sparsely disseminated and in irregular pods 

up to 10cm in length and 2 tc 4cm wide. Visible gold has oeen 

reported there, but silver appears tc occur in the tetrahedrite and

galena, and possibly in yet unidentified silver sulfosaits. Malachite
n 

and azurite are common along shear places between the mineralized

veins and the surrounding mafic letavolcanics.

COP?58

Hinor chalcopyrite occurs in many of the gold, silver and molybdenum- 

bearing quartz vein type deposits in the area. In a few cases it is 

the dominant sulphide mineral, cut invariably tonnages involved are 

insignificant.

In tht Mlwn* ofrupid dw*min*tion of t** ntuttt contain** in thit Report, MMM oftni dot* mty mi to* ft**n miticuiomly 
chtckfd. Thu* tto (X& do* wt fuinnto th* accuracy of t*^ flcurn aiui M&& th* r*ad* chee* original tourcn.
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Finely disseminated chalcopyrite alcng with pyrite occur in the 

southern part of the North Bamaji LaJce intrusion* Total sulphide 

content may average as high as 3 percent and locally exceed 5 percent

but generally very little cf this is chalcopyrite.
r

Diamond drilling cf geophysical anomalies in tie northeastern and 

north central parts of the area have resulted in the intersection of 

sulphide-rich zones in several locations (A.F.S.O.) The sulphides 

occur disseminated in mudstone-chemical metasediment sequences and 

graphitic tuffaceous units/ as massive beds in those sequences, or as 

' stringers in mafic and intermediate aetavolcanics. Pyrrhotite and 

pyrite ars the dominant sulphide minerals in these core but small

amounts of sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena has been reported in
a

[ . many (see Cochenour W ill a s Gold fiines Limited)* Similar occurrences
A

have oesn reported from drilling dene along Bamaji LaJce (A.F.5.0.) .
L

East of Moosetegon Lake diamond drill holes have intersected black., 

banded, non-graphitic slaty units intercalated with thin siliceous
V.

tuff unit (A.F.E.O.). These slaty units which appear to ae fine 

^ clastic metasediments are reported to contain up to 15 percent total 

sulphides with combined disseminated chalcopyrite * sphalerite
s^-

content as high as 4 percent (see Ccchenoar Willans Gold aines 

C Limited) .

c
Low chalcopyrite and sphalerite content have also been noted from

1m f** otter*** ofmpid dmtmumtiun of tfn mute contained m thit JUpvrf, tomt of (ft* 4*c* m*y not Aov* o**n metJcttitnuiy 
Tkmt f A* OGS dott not gumrmntt* th* aumamy of th/tot figWH ond mjgaiU ttl* r***tcr cn*ck original tovrc**.
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diamond drill holes drilled through the southern contact of the ?ry 

Lake StocK (A.?.B.o.). There, the mineralization occurred as fine 

disseminations and as narrow stringers in the same sort of black 

banded slaty rock referred tc at) c ve, and in adjacent intermediate 

pyroclastic rocks.

HOLYBDEHOd

Molybdenite has oeen fcund ir several widely scattered localities in 

the area, but most of these occurrences, and the only significant 

discoveries are fcund around the southern part of North Bamaji Lake 

and the south central part cf Senior Lake (See Loon Prospect and 

Senior Lake Occurrences). for the icst part in both of these areas 

the idly odenite is fcund along sith ether sulphide minerals in quartz 

veins intruding sheared trondhjemite or granodiorite*. It also occurs 

finely disseminated within trcndhjesitic rocks in a fev places along 

the Cat River between Bamaji and Horth Bamaji Lakes.

Molybdenite-bearing guartz veins generally contain pyrite as the most 

abundant sulphide mineral, vith highly variable amounts of 

chalcopyrite and rarely sphalerite* Variable amounts of tourmaline, 

epidote, actinolite and potassium feldspar are also common 

constituents. With increasing potassium feldspar content some of the 

veins are gradational into pegmatite dikes which occur in the same 

localities. Ferromolybdite, limonite and malachite were noted in some 

veins.

M th* intcmt of rapid dmfminmtion of f A* rv*uft* eonftriiMd in tki* Report, tom* oftn* dmtm mmy mot /MM b**n meticulously 
cheeked. Thus the OQS don not gvermntee the accuracy of theee figure* and Mflftsti the rvorfcr e**c* oriftnmi wiire**.



The mineralized veins occur tcth sucparaliel and at high angles to 

the host rock foliation* Seme are q tite regular but others are 

erratic r pinching and swelling and degenerating into boudinaged 

lenses. Sulphide mineralization occurs as fane disseminations, narrow 

seaas and veinlets, disseminated clots, and nassive lenses, aincr 

stringers and disseminated flakes cf molybdenite can occur for short 

distances away from the quartz vein in the adjacent rock. In most of 

the known showings the mineralization has proven to be very local in 

extent. Only a few veins in any one area appear to oe mineralized. 

Others in the same outcrop, possibly of different age and origin, are 

barren of sulphides or contain ccly pyrite*

i.
Where present, disseminated aolybdecite flakes ia the country rock

! trondhjemite occur oriented at high angles to the rock's mineral

foliation, suggesting that this Mineralization is both post-magmatic 

in terms of the host rock and post-tectonic. Likewise, the

v predominant occurrence of molybdenite in guartz veins which appear to 

be genetically related to guartz monzonitic to granitic pegmatite
v.

suggests that the mineralizing fluids were introduced after the 

C formation of the trondhjemite at the time of pegmatite dike

intrusion. These dikes are almost certainly related to younger more 
w

potassic plutons found in the northern and southern parts of the

•^ area.

/M tke utternt ofrmpid diminution of the reeuto contained in this Report, tome of the dmtm mmy not keve been meticulously 
Tkme the OOS don netg*mnnt*t the accuracy of thttt fount tad mggetta the reader eAw* original tourcee.
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There appears to te twc types cf uranium showings in this area. One 

type, typified by the main occurrence on the southern shore of the 

small laxe south of Hoosetegcn Lake, consists of quite clearly 

defined cads of clastic merasediaenrs, carbonate-rich chemical 

aetasedimeats and related felsic tc intermediate pyroclastic rocks 

forming a sequence at lost 10m thick in a predominantly aafic 

metavolcanic terrain intruded by nunercus porphyritic trondhjemite 

sills. The second type consist cf isolated lenses of actinolite v 

actinolite-biotite and actinolite-carbonate material enclosed in 

trondhjeaitic rock. These are found to the west and south-west of the 

main showing, several occurring approximately along the region strike 

wita that shoving. Some of these lenses are 10s of metres long and up 

to 2m thick and strongly resemble the carbonate-rich chemical 

metasediment seen in the main shewing. They are probably the 

coudisaqed highly attenuated remnants of those metasedimentary units, 

other showings are little more than veins from 1 to 3cm wide which
s

occur along cross-cutting shear zones. These may represent injections 

of material remobilized from tetasedimentary units when those beds 

a&r'subjectad to heat from intruding trondhjemite rxX*may oe purely 

hydrothermal in origin.

Uranium-boacing minerals in theae cceurrcccoc havo not yet heen 

identified but From radiometric studies and chemical analyses it is 

obvious that the uranium and thorium are concentrated only in pyritic 

and carbonaceous aetasediments. Only very low levels of

/H tkf interact of mf id dmtmintiion of tA* nmUt contui**d in thm Report, tom* of tft* 4*tm mty not hou* tc*n mttieuloiufy 
THtu tkf OOS 4oM not gIOTMM* tht accuracy of th*ot flgunt mnd Mwwti (ft* nwdtr ctoc* originmi torn/net*
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radioactivity, comparable to these encountered elsewhere in the map- 

area, exist in the mafic m-ata fdcanics and trondh jemitic intrusions in 

the vicinity of tae showings. In the aain showing the highest uranium 

and thorium contents occurred in pyritic finely bedded metawacke- 

mudstone units which contain graphitic clots and disseminated 

' carbonaceous material. Lcwer concentrations of both uranium and 

tii or i u a were found in the chemical netasedimentary units, now 

consisting of actinolite/ biotite, dolomite and calcite, which 

probably originated as an impure dolostone or limestone.

U/Th ratios in rocks from these shcwings are quite variable, but 

(. generally quite lew, frci 1:2 tc 1:8. Christie (1979) believes that

this can oest be explained by -a hydrothermal s ya volcanic origin for 
L

the deposits, roughly similar tc the Bexpar deposit of British

C Columbia (Preto 1978). He concluded that uranium and thorium were

originally in late -fractionating fluids derived from the magma which 
i.

produced the local pyroclastic recks. As these fluids passed through

L the local strata uranium, was selectively deposited in the pyritic

carbonaceous units where strongly reducing conditions must havei ̂.
existed suitable for the rapid deccaplexing and precipitation of 

L water soluble uranous and/cr uranyl species. /aBCOBaBNDATIOHS 

MINERAL EXPLCBATICS

C Although economically significant deposits of uranium in Early

Precambrian (Archean) rocks are rare, the potential in this area
Vv

should not be discounted. There is a strong probability that several

l* tme intent* ofrmpid dmtmiimtion of tne rvrnto contained in thit Report* tom* of tto 4*tm may not hunt b**n mttieubxulj 
Thmt tin OGS don mftgmannto* the accuracy of the* flgum and wjyctts the rtmder cheek original tource*.
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known showings east cf North Bamaji Lake occur directly along strike 

possibly once having formed a single stratigraphic unit* If this is 

the case t appreciable tonnages tay be involved if ore grade 

mineralization is found. ILhe high geld content of the uraniferous 

unit is an additional incentive fer exploration in the vicinity, in 

fact the precious letal potential cf the property Bay overshadow that 

of uranium.

t 
The uranium-and gold-searing zone has on the south side of an

east-northeast-trending anticline which has been outlined in part 

thanks to a moderately strong positive aeromagnetic anomaly which 

passes very close to the main shewing. This structure indicates that 

the stratigraphic units of interest may be found between southern 

Rockmere and ttoosetegon 'Lakes and south ci the northern part of 

Hoosetegoa Lake.In the ncse of this fold, which appears to be south 

of tiie northern part of Hoosetegcn Lake, thickening of the 

stratigraphic units may be expected increasing the chances of finding 

minable quantities cf uraniui acd/cr geld.

Airborne radiometric work has fr even ineffective in locating the 

narrow vertically dipping uranifercus zcne. Meticulous prospecting 

will be required tc establish the dimensions of the known uranium- 

bearing unit and possiDiy to find similar units at different 

stratigraphic levels in this area, such cf which consists of moss* 

covered discontinuous outcrop. Detailed geological and geochemical 

mapping may develop a distinct stratigraphic "fingerprint" of the
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uraniferous zone and surrounding aetavolcanics which may oe used as a 

prospecting tool in other parts of the area.

Graphitic, p y r it i c mudstone units and other carbon-rich, clastic and 

chemical metasedimentary units intersected by diamond drill holes 

east of floosetegcn Lake are potentially similar to the known 

uraniferous strata, and should te tested for anomalous radioactivity.

The known uranium occurrences are only 500 to 600 metres 

stratigraphically below a majcr unconformity which is overlain by 

conglomerates and sandstones. Becks similar to those of the known 

occurrences may have been eroded t c produce these clastic 

metasediments, hence reconnaissance prospecting for uranium along the 

northern shore of Bamaji Lake around the Cat fi-ver between Bamaji and 

North Bamaji Lake may prcve worthwhile.

Disseminated sulphide mineralization (pyrite and pyrrhotite) is 

widespread in the trondhjemitic rocks near the southern shore of 

North Bamaji Lake, however nearly all of the molybdenite and 

chalcopyrite found while mapping was restricted to guartz vein 

occurrences. Where disseminated molybdenite was observed in the 

country rock the evidence suggested that its formation post-dated the 

pervasive mineral foliation. Concentration of molybdenite- 

chalcopyrite occurrences near the southern part of the north Bamaji 

Lake Intrusion, in and near guartz veins and related pegmatite todies 

may signify that the hydrcthenal fluids which produced the
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mineralization were introduced very true h later than the main 

intrusive event, and that those fluids may have oeen derived from the

younger quartz monzonitic body tc the southwest of North Bamaji Lake.
i A 

If these Deferences are correct, the granitoid terrain to the

southwest of the map-area warrants investigation of this type of

v mineralization.

C

Molybdenite- oear in g quartz veics in the Senior Lake area also appear 

to be related to pegmatite intrusiors, but their source is not clear.
i

They may De derived from one cf the younger potassic phases in the 

Northern Batholithic Complex. Ivc stall Molybdenite occurrences were

found by the field party in quartz veins associated with quartz
e. 

monzonitic to granitic (sensu s^r^cto) phases in the KXzik Lake area.

So far the only significant geld occurrences found in the map-area 

have uesn that held oy B. Knappett en the north shore of Fry Lake, 

and those associated with uraniui scuth cf Hoosetegon Lake which have 

already oeen discussed. In the flicka Bed Lake occurrence (E. 

Knappett) the qold-oearing veins appear to ue spatially related to 

maqnetitic chemical meta sediments. This and their north-trending 

strike which is relatively unccBmcn for quartz veins in the area, may 

prove useful observations in locating more such occurrences in that 

part of the area.

Zones of carbonatized mafic Beta volcanics found in the eastern and 

central Fry Lake area should be checked fer their gold and silver
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contents.

Visible sulphide mineralization in the metavolcanics of this area 

^ appears relatively sparse. Nevertheless, there are several factors 

present indicative of an environment potentially favourable for the 

deposition of synvolcanic base neta l sulphide deposits. Intermediate

^ and felsic pyroclastic rocks, scie as coarse as tuff-breccia, are
^

prominent lithologies in the north vestern Fry Lafce-Kaginot Laic e 

area. In some cases these rock-types fern wedge-shaped accumulations, 

believed to have been topographic domes, overlain by younger mafic to
V.

intermediate flows. Massive and banded sulphidic chemical 

C metasediments have been intersected in drill cere around the northern

part of Pry Lake, only lev copper and zinc values have been reported
v

from that drilling, out the program has jcy no means exhausted the

possibility of the presence cf sizeable ere bodies in that area.

The thin seguence of felsic to intermediate pyroclastic rocks along 

the northern side cf Bamaji lake is'.believed by the author to be

considerably younger than the fry lake metavoicanics. The chemical 
v.

and metallogenetic characteristics cf these two seguences may differ

considerably, and the younger seguence may warrant separate 

investigation for base metal sulphides.

DESCRIPTION OF PBOPERTIiS

The descriptions cf properties are listed alphabetically as follows:
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1) in the case of currently held claims (as of December 31, 1978), 

they are listed in the name cf the registered claim holder.

2) In the case of a knew c mineral deposit not included in currently 

held claims, the property is identified by a geographic naae, or a 

historically well established nase fer that deposit.

3) In the case of ground on shict there has been appreciable 

exploration activity but which is net currently held and in which no 

notable mineral occurrences have been found, the properties are 

listed under the name of the last ccmpany or individual to work in 

that area. In this case the naae will ne followed oy a date in 

brackets representing the year in which tuat work was done.

The numoer in brackets following the property name is the property 

location numoer which is shcttn cc the accompanying geological map.

Details of the history of the various properties are taken from 

company reports on file with the Assessment Piles Research office. 

Ontario Geological Survey, Toronto* from reports and records of the 

Ministry of Natural Resources and from information made available to 

the author by the companies ana individuals concerned.

COCriENOO.fi HILL&H5 GOLD MIKES IIKIZII (1973) (1)
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From 1969 to 1973 this company was active in the central Ochi 

Subprovince including this area and the Drum Lake area immediately 

to the east. Much of the work which included geological mapping and 

prospecting, both airborne and ground electromagnetic and 

magnetometer surveys, and diamond drilling vas done in a joint 

C venture with Selcc Exploration Cenpany Liaited known as the Bamaji

Project. Prior to this regional effcrt in 1966 Cochenour iillaas Gold 

Mines Limited had worked on several known showings within the 

map-area, including the locn Hclybdenum Prospect and the sanderson 

Option which are described later in this report under separate

headings.
f

An airborne input electromagnetic acd magnetometer survey flown in 

1969 was used as a basis for selection of areas in the region 

warranting ground reconnaissance. In 1970 and 1972 over 450 claims 

were staked throughout, the regies, including 15 small claim groups in 

the map-area alone. These cladus were covered by horizontal loop 

electromagnetic surveys and in many cases diamond drill testing of 

electromagnetic conductors was carried out. Subsequently parts of the 

area were reflcwn and ground fellow up wcrk continued until early 

1973. A total of 4,490m of diamond drilling was done in the map-area 

by the two companies involved tetween 1970 and 1973.

On the accompanying map, only the areas tested by diamond drilling 

hava Deen designated with the property number. The results of the 

diamond drilling were generally disappointing with only low copper*
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zinc values reported in a feu hcles- No activity lias been reported 

in the axea by either company nenticned since 1973.

r. DOttS HIN.es LiaiTED - D03E iXPlCBATICN (CANADA) LXJUTSD (1974) (2)

In 1965 a saall group of claims immediately east of the northeastern 

end of North Bamaji Lake were optioned by Dome nines Limited and its 

subsidiaries Campbell Bed Lake nines Limited and Sigma Mines (Quetec) 

Limited. Prospecting and trenching on the property in 1966 found sub 

economic amounts of gold and silver in quartz veins and the claims 

subsequently lapsed.

In 1974 Dome Exploration (Canada) Limited performed a comoined ground 

magnetometer and electromagnetic survey ever an area which included 

the old property, rut no further wor* was reported.

KlfiKLAND TOWHSITE GOLD HINIS liUITEI (1968) (3)

An airborne spectrometer survey connissicned by this company, was 

flown over the Bamaji Lake Uranium Cccurrences east of North Bamaji 

Lake in 1968* Host of that area is currently held oy Orangesellschaft 

Canada Limited. A geological sapping program emphasizing structural 

interpretation was done in the same year. Prospecting, trenching and 

sampling were carried out across the property and a number of small 

uranium-qda occurrences were outlined ever a length of 1160m in what 

was termed a "sheared transition" between trondhjemitic and
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metavolcanic areas (Underbill, 1S68).

Assays reported frcm the showings range from trace to 0.49 percent 

U308 and from trace to 0.50 cz/tcn geld {Onderhill, 1968).

C KNAPPETT, B. (FLICKA BED LAKE IBCSESCT)

As or Decemuer 31st, 1978, fir. S. Knappett held a single claim which 

included the gold occurrences en the northern shore of thiie large 

western Day of Fry Lake which has been commonly referred to as the 

Flicka Bed Lake Prospect.

HXSIOBy

The occurrence was originally discovered in 1935 oy Connell Hining 

and Exploration Company Limited. Harding (1935) reported an assay of 

0.22 oz/ton gold from a sample ci mineralized guartz from the 

showings. In 1945 Flicka Bed lake Gold fiines Limited acquired the 

property by staking 16 claims arcund it, and after a preliminary 

survey of the veins exposed by stripping in 1935, an exploration 

program including trenching and diamond drilling began which 

continued into 1947. Altogether 14 diamond drill holes were put down. 

All but one of these holes tested the area around the original 

discovery, and the other was drilled over a shear zone across the 

lake on tae eastern side of the tay. Despite encouraging results from 

several of these holes ne further wcrx was reported after 1947.



GEOLOGY

The three main gold bearing veins CD the property are subparallel and 

similar in appearance. They cccui o-ve r a distance perpendicular to

strike of afcout l OOm. Strike is northward and dips are to the east at
o o

55/ to 65/. All three extend fici the lakeshore into heavy overburden

at their northern end. The longest is exposed for aDOat 30m but 

diamond drilling has confined its extension for at least 50m to the 

north, widths vary fren a feu centimetres to more than 1.5m in 

places.

The country rock is coarse metagabfcro which forms a sill intruding 

intermediate flots and pyroclastic rocks, coarse clastic 

metasediments and magnetitic chemical oetasediaents. Adjacent to the 

mineralized guartz veins the netagatbrc is generally rusty, highly 

sheared and shot with fine guart2 stringers.

Several northeast and east-trending shear zones and minor faults are 

known in the immediate area. Seis cf these are strongly carbonatized, 

ethers are silicified and contain sulphides forming up to several 

percent of the rock. Two of these zcnes were explored by diamond 

drilling and were found to ccntain appreciable (several assays over 

1.0 oz gold/ton) but highly erratic gold values. (Cumming, 19U5).

fllfiSSALIZAIION
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The three main veins consist cf coarse white quartz with uniformly 

( disseminated pyrite, arsenopyrite and toursaline. Gold values were 

reported from the mineralized quartz and from the sheared contacts 

with the metagaDorcic country reck including rusxy guartz stringers 

C (Cumming, 1945). It was suggested by Cumming that the gold was

associated with the arsenopyrite, but there was little direct
(v

evidence for that thesis.

The oest exposed vein, known as the No.3, gave the highest assay 

results from both channel samples and diamond drill core. Results of 

0.23 o z of gold/ton over 160cs, and 0.18 cz of gold/ton over 140cm 

were reported at the northern end cf that vein. A 60cm length of cere 

from a drill hole which intersected the same vein at a vertical depth 

of 12m assayed 1.12 oz cf gcld/tcn. (Cumming, 1945).

^-
Pour drill holes intersected northeast trending mineralized shear

zone located about 60m north cf the vein just described. In core from

one hole 9.14 oz of gold/ten were reported over 50cm, and in another 
^

0.25 o z of gold/ton were found over 60cm. Besults from the other

holes were much lower; 0.06 cz cf gold/ton ever 50cm and 0.10 oz of 

gold/ ton over uOcm.

The drill hole which intersected the shear zone on the eastern shore 

of the bay gave best results cf C.70 oz of gold/ton over 23cm and 

0.33 oz of gold/ton over 67cm.
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Figure 6 is a sketch map of the ground investigated oy Flicka Bed 

Lake Gold nines Limited.

KHAPPEIT SILVEfi p^COEBZMCE (5)

A small silver occurrence located south of the easternmost extremity 

of Horth aamaji Lake was found by Hz. Knappett in 1971. The 

occurrence consists of disseminated sulphides, mostly pyrite and 

chalcopyrite in a shear zone in mafic me ta volcanics. Very little work 

has been done on the site. She cest assay reported gave 0.33 oz of 

silver/ton and 0.39 percent capper (Sage and Breaks, 1976).

LOOK HOLY3D2HUa PBCSPECT (6)

This deposit which includes several showings located on the northern 

shore of the largest island in Berth Bamaji Lake, is by far the most 

significant of the molybdenum occurrences in this area.

aisioBY

The prospect was first discovered and staked by the Loon family of 

Slate fails in the early 1960s, le 1965 the claims were jointly 

optioned by Cochenour Willans Geld fiines Limited and Coin Lake Gold 

dines Limited, and a program ci stripping, trenching, geological 

mapping and diamond drilling continued en the property and at several
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smaller molybdenum showings arcund North Eamaji L a. x e through 1966. 

Altoget&er 12 diamond drill hcles totalling 784m vere put down. Mine 

of those were around the main shewing {see figure 7) and the others 

tested smaller showings to the east. The results of the drilling were 

generally disappointing, indicating overall low grade aineralization 

almost entirely restricted to the guartz veins visible at the 

surface.

GEOLOGY

Sulphide mineralization occurs in a complex series of guartz veins 

and discontinuous lenses, and tc a minor extent in the adjacent 

country rock which is sheared recrystalliied leucocratic oiotite 

trondhjemite. The guartz veins are subvertical, and strike at between
c *.

75 and 85/X- Trondhjemite directly adjacent to the veins are typically 

highly schistose and rich in sericite. The contacts vary from sharp 

to gradational even along the length of individual veins, and the 

ve XL s tend to be very irregular in terms cf both size and shape.

At the main showing the largest vein pinches and swells in an 

e c he Ion manner over an exposed length of 13m reaching a maximum width 

of 1m. It and other smaller veins nearly change orientation 

erratically varying from subparallel to highly discordant with 

respect to the strong east-west foliation of the trondhjemite.

The veins consist cf white (locally rust stained) , highly strained
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polygonized quartz. Besides the sulphide minerals discussed uelow 

they commonly contain variable asoucts cf coarse grained biotite, 

fine to coarse grained actinolite f epidote and black prismatic 

tourmaline. Soae veins also contain several percent pink microcline/ 

and as suggested, earlier in this repcrt (see Southern Pegmatite in 

Felsic to Intermediate Intrusion Bocks) these are probably 

transitional between the lccal pegmatite dikes and normal quartz 

veins.

MINERALIZATION

Holy odenite occurs within the quart2 veins along vith abundant 

disseminated and massive pyrite and sparsely distributed 

chalcopyrite. Ferromolybdite, limonite and malachite are common 

alteration products present in several localities. The molybdenite 

itself forms fine to very fine grained disseminations in clue-grey 

quartz and also occurs in narrcu seaas and veinlets and in massive 

ciors up to 3cm in diameter, finer iclybdenite stringers and 

disseminations are also found in the adjacent country rock.

The amount and type of sulphide minerals present vary markedly within 

and between individual veinw. in the best mineralized examples 

molybdenite forms up tc 5 percent of the vein material. Sage and 

Breaks (1976) repotted results cf assays for four grau samples of 

mineralized vein material razgicg from 0.05 to 3.28 percent 

molybdenum and from 0.45 to 2.91 percent copper. One sample assayed
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contained 0.18 oz cf gold/ton and another contained 9.49 oz of 

gold/ton. (Analyses cy Mineral Besearch Branch, O.G.S. Toronto).

Assays done on drill core frcm the main shoving were generally less 

than 0.12 percent molybdenum. Cere frca one bole gave results of 1.44 

percent molybdenum over 80cm, and a one metre section from another 

averaged 0.33 percent molybdenum (Hutton, 1966).

The overall results were rated subeconomic (Burton, 1966). The veins 

were deemed too small, too widely separated and of too low combined 

metal content to be considered linatle.

MCCOH3E SXPLOfiATlOM LIfllTZD (1S54) {7)

In 1953 this company staked a blcck cf 10 claims south of Moosetegon 

Lake around two of the Bamaji LaJce Cranium Occurrences. The following 

year the showings were stripped and trenched and 11 shallow diamond 

'drill holes totalling 172m were put dcwn along tne strike of the main 

occurrence which is now held by Orangesellschaft Canada Limited.

SANDERSON OPTION (8)

This silver-gold occurrence which consists of a mineralized quartz 

vein system occupying an east-ttest shear zone at least 500m long, is 

located about 5 km northeast cf the community of Slate Falls. In 1966 

Cochenour willans Gold Hines liiited did considerable work on several
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small showings along the quartz veins, stripping and trenching were 

done in several places along the strike of the shear zone, and 9 

diamond drill holes totalling 451m uere drilled (A.f.H.O.) 61TOhOi3T

r

On this property/ east-tr ending, vertically dipping quartz veins fill

( shear zones which cut mostly mafic flows and minor irregular

^ intrusions of porphyritic biotite trondhjemite. The quartz veins are
(

highly irregular in shape, typically creaking up into lenses and 

C anastomosing stringers along strike, liie sain veins^ which are

traceable for about 300m along strike are generally less than 20cm in 

width and rarely exceed cne oetre.

Sulphide minerals, notably pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite and 

galena as veil as azurite occur finely disseminated or as small 

irregular pods (1-2cm across) in the guartz veins , and appear to cc 

concentrated near the contacts with the surrounding sheared 

me t a volcanics. Total sulphide liceral content is in the order of 2 to 

5 percent, with pyrite D e in g b? far the most abundant. Tetrahedrite 

and visible gold have also been reported from some trenches and drill 

core (Sage and Breaks, 1976).

Two grab samples of mineralized vein material were selected for assay 

by Sage and Breaks (1976). One gave 3.70 cz of silver/ton, Q.OU oz 

gold/ton, 0.27 percent copper and only traces of lead and zinc. The
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other contained 34, 41 oz cf silver/ten, 0.47 02 of gold/ton, 1.U9 

percent copper and 0.32 percent lead.

Assays of diamond drill cere intersections of the mineralized zone 

confirmed that pockets of spectacular silver-gold occurred in several 

places along the length of the shear zone-cjuartz vein systey, tut 

"the mineralization appeared tc t e irregularly distributed and 

confined to relatively narrov vidths" (Sage and Breaks, 1976).

SEHIOfi LAKE flOLYBDEMOfl OCCU.BBEKCJES (9)

Several small molybdenite showings are kncwn on the shores of Senior 

Lake near the western boundary of the map-area.

The following description is taken from a recent report Joy Sutherland 

(1978) :

"Molybdenite occurs in numerous, small showings along the northeast 

and southwest shores of Senior Lake. The largest of these showings is 

located at the entrance tc the large -bay to the north-central region 

of Senior Lake. It consists cf a mineralized quartz vein that 

occupies the intrusive contact ret veen a fine to medium grained 

'felsite* to the south and a weakly foliated to unfoliated, epidote- 

biotite trondhjemite tc grancdicrite to the north. The 'felsite 1 is 

mineralized with fine grained, disseminated pyrite and is cut by tiny 

epidote stringers. Both cf the irtrcsive phases are cut by miner
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dikelets of coarse grained to pegmatoid quartz monzonite. The quartz 

veil; is about 20cm at its widest and best mineralized location and it 

pinches out to the east and vest. Hclybdenite mineralization of 

locally up to 15 percent McS2 occurs as disseminations, banded 

disseminations, small stringers, and paint, primarily within the 

quartz vein with, disseminated pyrite. Pyrite occurs in varying 

amounts over the entire exposed length of the quartz vein 

(approximately 25m) but the presence of iclybdenite is restricted to 

only about 5m of the vein.

The two neighbouring outcrops tc the ncrth and south host small 

irregular quartz veins with miner disseminated pyrite especially 

along the borders, and traces cf disseminated molybdenite. The 

country rocfcs are the same weakly foliated biotite trondhjemite to 

granodiorite.

Four adjacent occurrences are present to the north-east of the same 

large bay along the northwesterr shore. Minor pyrite and traces of 

molybdenite * chalcopyrite occur in small, irregular quartz-potassium 

feldspar veins or lenses. The best reck is a weakly foliated biotite 

trondhjemite to granodiorite with a few, small, mafic inclusions that 

is cut by 'felsite* dikes of variable width, many of which are 

pyritic, pegmatoid, quartz monzonite dikes, and pyritic to barren 

guartz veins.

,i 

Along the southern shore of Senior lake, due east of the previous
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showings, a small occurrence of molybdenite in a quartz vein system 

was found, hosted in a weakly foliated, biotite-rich (locally 

chloritized) , trondhjemite to granodiorite. The host rock foliation 

of S70E is cut by an easterly trending mineralized, quartz epidote* 

chlorite vein of 2 to 5cm in width and of irregular shape with a few 

small, oranching veinlets. fracture controlled epidote veinlets and 

stringers are also present with abundant iron and possibly silica 

metasomatism adjacent to them. Fine to medium grained, disseminated 

CU23S of pyrite and disseminations and disseminated clots of 

molybdenite are restricted tc the guartz vein material. Molybdenite 

is present in amounts up tc 2 percent but this mineralization is very 

localized in extent, and many nearly quartz veins are essentially 

barren of any sulphides.'1

GOLD PROSPECT (COHHIIl-SlIBEEll-HIillAaS GflOUP) (10)

In 1928 P. Tivy staked a small geld showing just south of Wesleyan 

La&e (Laird, 1929) , but little wcrk was done at that time. Part of 

that, area was restaked in 1934 by A. E. Connell, T. H. Stirrett and S. 

Williams (Harding, 1935), and stripping and trenching were done along 

an east trending guartz vein exposed intermittently for roughly 800m 

along strike. The vein is mineralized with pyrite, chalcopyrite, 

pyrrhotite and galena, and occurs along a shear zone between a mafic 

flow and a sill-like lense of trondhjemite. Width varies up to about 

2m but the vein is generally less than 50cm wide.
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A qr&b sample of mineralized material collected by Harding (1935) 

assayed 0.15 oz of gold/too cut be indicated that gold values as high 

as 0.5 oz of gold/ton had Deen obtained from the main shoving.

In 1971 Cochenour Millans Gold Eines Limited u t down four diamond 

drill holes in the general vicinity of the old Tivy Sold Prospect. 

These investigated coincident electromagnetic and magnetic anomalies 

in metavolcanic terrain/ and although thin zones of massive sulphide 

were found only traces cf copper and zinc were reported (A.P.B.O.).

OHIOH aiHIEBE EXPLORATION ABE HIKING CCBfCSAIICN LlfllTSD (1974) (11)

In 1973 this company ccmiissiCLed an airborne electromagnetic survey 

which covered most of the present map-area. Diamond drilling of 

several anomalies north and east of Eockmere Lake and in the 

northeastern corner of the map-area took place in 1974, but no 

significant base metal discoveries were reported (A. P. fi. O.) and 

claims staked in 1973 we t e allowed tc lapse.

OBAHSSSELLSCaAFT CANADA LIMITED (BAflAJI LAKE UEANIOfl OCCURRENCES) (12)

As of December 31st, 1978, this .company held a block of 23 contiguous 

claims which included all of the known uranium showings in the area 

between Hoosetegon, Bamaji and North Baoaji Lakes.

HISTORY
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The main, uranium-thorium showitg, located on the southern shore of 

C the small lake south of Hocsetegcn lake, was first discovered in 1954 

^ cy dcCombe dining and Exploration Limited. Daring 195U that company

trenched and sampled the shoving and put down 11 diaaond drill holes 

^ totalling 172m, equally spaced along the mineralized zone. The

r~ results cf the drilling tere generally disappointing in terms of 

uranium and gold, and the ground was dropped.

In 1963 Kirkland Townsite Gold Kines Limited acquired a block of 

claims which included the main showing and several minor showings 

located to the west. More trenching was done at that time, and a 

detailed geological map of the vicinity was prepared. Later that year 

an airborne radiometric survey was flown over the immediate area of 

The showings out ne anomalies tere found.

H. Knappett restaked this area ic 1971 and continued prospecting for 

gold and uranium with scoe success between 1971 and 1977. In 1978 the 

property was optioned by Orangesellschaft Canada Limited who 

performed au airbcrne radiometric survey ever the main showing and 

did considerable ground work including prospecting, trenching and 

qeocnemical sampling before the sinter cf 1978-79.

GEOLOGY

The geology ox the main occurrence is depicted in Figure 8. The
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uranium-taorium-gold mineralization occurs in a sequence of rhyolitic 

pyroclastic rocks, chemical metasediment and metawacke-mudstones 

totalling no more than 7.5 metres in thickness and presently exposed 

along strike for at least 150 metres. Ihe stratigraphy to the north 

and south of this sequence consists almost entirely of fine to medium 

grained, commonly pillowed mafic amphibolites intruded by numerous 

fine to medium grained aphyric and porphyritic trondhjemite sills 

from a fev centimetres to several tens of metres in thickness.

Although several minor folds were observed in the local metavolcanics 

and metasediments, the recks- appear to face uniformly southward. The 

occurrence is interpreted as ceing en the southern lima of the 

floosetegon Lake Anticline. Consequently the strata described may be 

expected to recur around that structure, possiDly through the central 

part of floosetegon Lake and the area south of fiockmere Lake.

The oldest units in the mineralized sequence are exposed at the north 

ends of trenches II and IV. At trench IX the unit appears to be a 

rhyolitic to rhyodacitic lapilli tuff of unknown thickness which has 

been highly folded. In trench IV the oldest rock is a white 

weathering rhyodacitic lithic tuff. Because of shearing in this area, 

this tuff is difficult to distinguish from the trondhjemitic rocks 

found just to the north, but snail lapilii-sized fragments can still 

be discerned in the pyroclastic rock. In both trenches mentioned the 

pyroclastic rocks give low radicnetric readings comparaule to those 

obtained in other parts of tie region far from the occurrences.
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To the south, these pyroclastic rocks are overlain by a
,-~
: calc-silicate* carbonate unit. Knere this contact is veil exposed in

trenches IX, 17 and III, it is very sharp and forms a regular
(

surface. The calc- silicate carbonate reck which is believed to
d. "d

! represent a metamorphose/ chemical sediment such as a ^irty"

., dolostone, now consists of highly variable amounts of anker it ic

dolomite, calcite, actinclite-tremclite, biotite and chlorite. The
\AxQue 

silicate occurs in patchy aggregates which tend to form a **f*a

layering parallel to the contacts with underlying and overlying 

units. This layering may represent relict bedding. Christie (1978) 

believes this unit to be approximately constant in thickness at 1.0 

to 1.5 metres. Pyrite occurs disseminated as large crystals (2-4mm) 

and small pods in both the calc-silicate clots and surrounding 

carbonate. .Radiometric results from this rock type were highly 

variaDla, reflecting the great inhomogeneity in terms of silicate to 

carbonate ratio found across the unit. Generally the highest 

radiation counts corresponding tc O and Ih mineralization were

obtained on actinolite-rich lenses lew in pyrite. A chemical analysis 
'^,

of a sample of this calc-silicate-carbonate material is given in

Table 3.

s.
The rock described above is ir s bar f conformable contact vith

overlying units cut that ccntact appears to be quite irregular in 

some places. At least two distinct units were found overlying the 

caic-silicate-carconate rock. In the west, the pyroclastic unit (s)
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consist(s) of buff coloured dacitic lithic crystal tuff to fine 

lapilli-tuff which has several thin (l-3cn) intercalations of

' actinolite-rich calc-silicate material at intervals of 5 to 30cm.

These rocks are cest exposed in trench IX and Between trenches IV and 

V. The contacts between the tuffaceous rocks and the calc-silicate

1 intercalations which contain virtually no carbonate, are very sharp 

and planar.(ji.jy in the eastern fart cf the area included by the 

sketch nap (Figure 3), the calc-silicate-carbonate unit is overlain 

by a. white highly siliceous micaceous bed containing 5 percent finely 

disseminated pyrite. The bed is typically fissile and stained with

jarosite and limonite. A chemical analysis of this roc*, is provided
O 

in Table 3. The very low Na2C, flgo, CaC, K^f", Ba, ab, Sr and Zr

contents of the reck tend to preclude a volcanic origin for the unit. 

It is probably best interpreted as a metachert derived as a chemical 

precipitate like the underlying calc-silicate-carbonate rocks. 

Radiometric analyses of the metachert unit shows it to be highly 

variable in uranium and thorium contents, but results were generally 

low except in very minor ( ^2cm thick) intercalations of mudstone* 

(Christie 1979) which were markedly enricted in those elements.

To the south of the siliceous unit just described in trenches II, III 

and IV there is a sequence of finely bedded pyritic and graphitic 

metawacke-mudstone units thich reach a maximum exposed thickness cf 

2m in trench III. Very thin layers ( 2mm thick) rich in fine 

euhedral pyrite parallel the bedding. The rock is hard and siliceous 

but very dark in colour, fine graphite is concentrated in
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suecencordant streaks and also occurs disseminated throughout the 

beds. Scintillometer reading in this sequence were far higher than 

those obtained from any of the other roc* units in the area.

- r

Along most of the exposed length of the metasedimentary sequence

1 those rocks are overlain by more dacitic to rhyolitic tuff units.

These units are generally light grey, fissile, phyllitic and sulphide- 

poor, and like the pyroclastics en the northern side of the

' metasediments they can easily be confused with sheared trondhjemitic 

intrusions. Elsewhere the metasediments are directly overlain by fine 

grained mafic amphibolite, or are in contact with intrusive 

trondhjeaitic sills or lenses.

s-

ADOUI 600m to the west of the main occurrence a second area of

uranium-thorium mineralization has been tested by several small

trenches. Sage and Breaks (1976) have described this occurrence as
^

follows:

"The numoer two shewing is situated along the contact of
s.

amphibolitizd mafic metavolcanics and trondhjemitic rocks of the 

Bamaji Laxe complex. The immediate best rock consists of leucocratic 

medium grained creamy-weathericg, massive to foliated, equigranular 

to local porphyritic trondhjemite. Cuartz phenocrysts up to 5mm 

diameter are especially prominent near the mineralized zone. 

Foliations within the host trccdfcjeiite becomes perceptibly more 

intense as the shear zone is approached."
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"The mineralization is confined to a 2 foot vide shear zone trending
0 0 

about 'uSO^E and dipping UO^H. Ihin actinolite-Jaiotite laminae appear

to be controlled by snears es echelcn within tiiis zone. Individually, 

these laainaet which rarely exceed 4cms width and average about 1cm, 

are typified by a crude mineralogical zonation. Actinolite tends to 

dominate although a thin carapace cf fine grained biotite and 

disseminated pyrite is itvariably present. Usually a dark brown 

alteration halo occurs immediately adjacent to these ve in let. s. 5-10 

percent as these veinlets are approached."

third type of uranium occurrence is typified by a deposit 

roughly 2000m southwest of the main occurrence. This consists of a 

lens of calc-silicate-carbcnate material completely surrounded cy 

trondhjemite of the North Bamaji Lake Intrusion. The calc-silicate 

rich lens is a maximum of 3m thick and can be traced for only about 

15m in this poorly exposed area. Large xenoliths of mafic 

metavolcanic rock of similar dimensions are also common in thisXpart 

of the area. The calc-silicate unit consists essentially of coarse 

actinolite, guartz and calcite. Ibe rock is guite massive but a weak 

layering parallels the strike cf the lens at roughly N75E. Again 

radiometric results across aid along this lens were highly variable. 

Some scintillometer readings were in fact higher than the highest 

readings obtained from the clastic letasediments of the main 

occurrence.
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Se in t i lo H a ter readings significantly above uack.gr o and levels for 

uraniua and thorium were obtained from calc~silicate-ca.rbona.te rocks, 

from pyritic metachert*and frca pyritic graphitic

[ metawacke-mudstones. Autoradiograph studies of these rocks shoved 

that the uranium- thorium-bearing mineral phases vere very finely 

disseminated. Pitchblende, the microcrystalline form of the urananite

r- series vas identified by pcvdei camera X-fiay techniques (Geoscience 

.Research Laboratory, O.G.S., lcrcntc). He other significantly 

radioactive mineral was found in saipies from this area.

Comparing some of the autoradicgraphs with the samples from which 
v

they were derived, it is apparent, particularly in the metawacke

mudstones, that the pitchblende cccurs mostly in narrow lenses ofi
soft, olacX material probably rich in graphite, on the other hand 

lenses of the rock ricn in salphides contained very little 

radioactive material.

t Few analytical results are available from the Bamaji Lake Oraniua- 

thorium-gold occurrences, lable 4 summarizes the information 

currently available. As expected the highest uranium content from the 

main occurrence was ODtained frci the metawacke-mudstone sequence. 

In fact, what is probably the highest grade material in terms of botn 

uranium and gold was only exposed la the southern part of trenches 

III and IV when those trenches were cleaned out and extended cy
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Uranqeseilschaft Canada Limited in the fall of 1978 and summer of 

1979. Semi-quantitative scintillometer measurements made by the 

author on selected samples of the metawacke-audstone from those 

trenches indicated equivalent 03C3 values of between 0*10 and 0.20 

percent. Ho assay results were available to the author at the time 

this report was completed.
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